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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to design an interactive translation system to sup-
port multilingual communication using the user-centered design approach;
it details how to select the best machine translation for the user’s input mes-
sage, customize translation for different communication topics, and interact
with users to improve translation quality for multilingual communication.

Existing studies on machine translation mediated communication show
that mistranslation can lead to ineffective communication. Traditionally,
machine translators cannot prevent the transfer of mistranslations, and users
do not know how machine translator works, thus translation systems are
just transparent channels to the users. We analyze three challenges of
users’ needs and limitations from the perspective of monolingual and non-
computing professional users. The first challenge is that how can users use
multiple machine translators. The second is how can users customize trans-
lation. The last is how to help users repair the mistranslations. Following
the user-centered design of interactive translation systems, we present three
contributions toward the above challenges.

1. Selecting the best machine translation for users
We propose a two-phase evaluation process for selecting the best
translation result from multiple machine translation services. The first
phase selects one of a number of automatic machine translation eval-
uation methods, and the second phase uses the selected evaluation
method to identify the best translation result. In preparation for ma-
chine translation evaluation method selection, the supervised learning
approach is used to learn evaluation method selection rules by using
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human evaluation results from experts as a supervisory signal. In the
first phase, the machine translation evaluation method that best suits
the user’s input message is selected by using the learned rules. In
the second phase, the selected evaluation method is used to evaluate
translation results of the user’s input messages from multiple machine
translation services for selecting the best translation. An experiment
on a test set for machine translation evaluation shows that even though
the proposed method currently has very simple evaluation method se-
lection rules, it can achieve an improvement from 3.8 to 4.2 (5-point
scale of adequacy) compared to using just one evaluation method.

2. Allowing users to flexibly customize translation
We present a customization method for translating messages across
multiple topics The target is to enable the user to flexibly compose the
language services of domain resources (dictionaries and parallel texts)
with machine translation services so that different domain resources
can be selected for different topics. A declarative language is de-
signed for users to incrementally add domain resources into compos-
ite services for each topic, and its execution environment is developed
by allowing the dynamic identification of a topic by keyword-based
topic detection, the generation of all possible composite services by
using logic programming, and the selection and execution of the best
composite service for translation. A case study of foreign students’
communication on multiple topics, such as learning life and gradua-
tion procedure, is provided. Following the description of customiza-
tion, a significant increase in human judgment accuracy is verified.

3. Interacting with users to suggest the repairs of mistranslation
We propose a translation agent that interacts with users for improv-
ing translation quality. The translation agent is designed to detect
the mistranslations output by machine translation services. This de-
sign enables the translation agent to prevent the transfer of mistrans-
lations and to suggest message alteration for improving translation
quality. Thus, the translation agent can reduce the number of user
messages needed to address the mistranslation. Through a multilin-
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gual communication experiment in which users collaborate on tan-
gram arrangement, this chapter shows that translation agent medi-
ated communication allows users to achieve consensus-building by
exchanging 22% fewer messages than the traditional machine trans-
lation mediated communication.

In brief, the user-centered design proposal is useful in selecting the best
machine translation service for each user’s input message, to flexibly apply
various language services for customizing translation, and to interact with
users for improving translation quality, so as to improve translation quality
for multilingual communication.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multilingual communication connects people from different nations, en-
courages business, and brings transnational cooperation. Given the success
of famous companies, such as Facebook and Amazon, the need for multi-
lingual communication is obvious. Multilingual communication supporting
tools continue to receive more attention [Inaba, 2007]. Machine transla-
tion (MT) plays an important role in the implementation of such tools. For
example, machine translation has been integrated in a communication sup-
port for multilingual participatory gaming [Tsunoda and Hishiyama, 2010].
Machine translation is promising as a medium for multilingual communi-
cation. Multilingual communication among different nations and cultures
is really important to the international business, remote education, medical
assistance, etc. The progress on natural language processing has given birth
to the machine translation.

The success of machine translation brings the promising machine trans-
lation mediated communication, which makes multilingual communication
highly available even among monolingual people. This is novel and impor-
tant to both the large number of monolingual speakers and the foreign lan-
guage learners. For the monolingual speakers, it is low-cost but highly avail-
able solution to communicate with foreigners. For example, 62% of Eng-
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land people cannot speak any foreign language1, and 99% of Chinese people
cannot speak English2. For the foreign language learner, MT-mediated com-
munication can lower learner’s anxiety, and show no significant difference
in reduction of communication apprehension [Arnold, 2007]. The transla-
tion system for MT-mediated communication built upon machine translation
is really meaningful.

However, machine translation has limits in terms of translation qual-
ity [Wilks, 2009]. The translation errors continue to be the barrier for MT-
mediated communication. When MT-mediated communication is used for
a cooperation task, it is necessary to translate the task-oriented dialog accu-
rately. Generally speaking, a communication dialog can be tagged as task-
oriented, emotion-oriented, or both [Lemerise and Arsenio, 2000]. Accord-
ing to social information process theory, emotion-oriented dialog involves
not only the cognitive process but also the emotion transfer process. Task-
oriented dialog mainly focuses on the acquisition of information in the task
domain [Bangalore et al., 2006]. In machine translation of task-oriented di-
alogs, the accurate translation of concepts is the basis of successful informa-
tion transfer [Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a]. Considering the limits of high
quality translation, it is hard to deal with machine translation errors in MT-
mediated communication, even without considering the complex individual
emotion-related factors, such as cultural background [Kim, 2002].

1.1 Objectives

In view of the fact that machine translation errors cannot be ignored,
the shift from the transparent-channel metaphor to the human-interpreter
metaphor (agent metaphor) was originally introduced by [Ishida, 2006a].
Interactivity is suggested as a new goal of the machine translator. Interac-
tivity is the machine initiated interaction among the communication partici-
pants; it represents the ability to take positive actions to improve grounding

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages of the United Kingdom
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of countries by English-speaking population
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and to negotiate meaning [Ishida, 2006a, Ishida, 2010]. Interactivity makes
it clear that translation errors are to be treated as channel noise. This noise
can be suppressed through the efforts of the multilingual communication
participants.

The objectives of thesis is to design user-centered translation systems for
multilingual communication. Users are facing novel and complex transla-
tion environment: increasing number of language services, limitations of
high quality machine translation, and limitations of users to handle low
translation quality. The user-centered design will analyze users’ needs and
limitations, and provide design machine-aided solutions. There are two mo-
tivations for our machine-aided solutions:

1. Help users to make better use of language services to gain better trans-
lation. There are two focus from users’ perspective. The first focus
is to select the best machine translation for users. Users need the
best machine translation to deploy more machine translators, when
one single machine translator cannot guarantee the translation qual-
ity. The second focus is to allow easy integration of domain re-
sources. For example, communication user might improve the ma-
chine translation by retrieving dictionary result of confusing word, or
searching parallel text for phrases or sentences. Language Grid al-
lows wrapping language resources into language services. Assuming
users can integrate those language services through service comput-
ing techniques, such as service selection and service composition, the
translation translation will be promoted.

2. Help users to adapt to machine translation to gain better communi-
cation efficiency. We focus on how to motivate users to adapt to
machine translator. The interactivity between communication users
is need to make sure each other understands the translated message.
Meanwhile, the interactivity between the translation system and users
can prevent transferring mistranslation from sender to receivers. To
realize the interactions to repair miscommunication, we have to help
users to adapt to machine translation.
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1.2 Issues and Approaches

We would like to apply user-centered design of translation systems to sup-
port multilingual communication. From the perspective of users, we pos-
tulate the basic mechanism for our hypothesis. Next, the design and im-
plementation are based on the hypothesis. Then, we primarily evaluate the
mechanism and propose refinement suggestion. According to the three is-
sues in fulfilling two mentioned objectives, we listed three approaches for
our user-centered design of translation systems (see Figure 1.1).

1. Two-phase evaluation to select the best machine translation. There
are many machine translation services and more than one evaluation
methods available. It is difficult for users to pick up a machine transla-
tion, because the variable translation quality of different source mes-
sages. Meanwhile, the existing evaluation methods show different in-
consistent selection of translations. We design a two-phase evaluation
by selecting an evaluation to evaluate multiple machine translations.
The architecture contains two phases. In the first phase, data-driven
mechanism, a decision tree, is used to select the best evaluation meth-
ods according to the features of input source message. In the second
phase, according to the selected evaluation methods is used to select
the best translation results. Thus, we select the best translation from
multiple machine translators using several evaluation methods.

2. Scenario description to allow easy integration of domain resources.
Machine translation mediated communication cannot guarantee high
accuracy. If available domain resources could be integrated, the ac-
curacy could be promoted. From user’s perspective, they can develop
their own domain resources, but it is difficult to integrate those re-
sources, such as self-prepared dictionary or parallel text. Traditional
domain adaptation needs techniques to train resources, which is too
complex to non-computing people. We propose scenario description
as a light-weight tool to integrate domain resources. The Language
Grid well wraps language resources as language services. The sce-
nario description allows users to mapping resources to the communi-
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cation topics. After that, composition of those language services with
translations will integrate the resources for better accuracy.

3. Interactivity solution to motivate users to adapt to machine transla-
tor. In machine translation mediated communication, translation er-
rors can easily lead to communication break down or miscommuni-
cation. Interactivity can promote the communication efficiency by
motivating users to adapt to machine translator. We propose inter-
activity solution, agent metaphor, to implement interactivity between
translation system and users to repair translation errors.

Translation Systems for Multilingual Communication

Limitation of Machine Translation Mediated Communication

( miscommunication due to low translation quality )

User-Centered Design

( analyzing users’ needs and limitations )

1:  Two-Phase Evaluation to Select the Best 

Machine Translation

3: Interactivity Solution to Motivate Users to Adapt 

to Machine Translator

2: Scenario Description to Allow Easy Integration 

of Domain Resources

( research issues: 1, 2, 3 )

Figure 1.1: Issues in user-centered design of translation systems to support
multilingual communication
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1.3 Thesis Overview

The goal of this thesis is to design an interactive translation system to sup-
port multilingual communication using the user-centered design approach;
it details how to select the best machine translation for the user’s input mes-
sage, customize translation for different communication topics, and interact
with users to improve translation quality for multilingual communication.
This thesis consists of six chapters.

Chapter 1 outlines the thesis, including the research objective, ap-
proaches and issues.

Chapter 2 describes the background of this thesis. This chapter studies
the previous work on machine translation mediated communication, shows
the communication problems caused by machine translation, and clarifies
the requirements important in designing interactive translation systems.

Chapter 3 proposes a two-phase evaluation process for selecting the best
translation result from multiple machine translation services. The first phase
selects one of a number of automatic machine translation evaluation meth-
ods, and the second phase uses the selected evaluation method to identify
the best translation result. In preparation for machine translation evaluation
method selection, the supervised learning approach is used to learn evalua-
tion method selection rules by using human evaluation results from experts
as a supervisory signal. In the first phase, the machine translation evalua-
tion method that best suits the user’s input message is selected by using the
learned rules. In the second phase, the selected evaluation method is used
to evaluate translation results of the user’s input messages from multiple
machine translation services for selecting the best translation. An experi-
ment on a test set for machine translation evaluation shows that even though
the proposed method currently has very simple evaluation method selection
rules, it can achieve an improvement from 3.8 to 4.2 (5-point scale of ade-
quacy) compared to using just one evaluation method.

Chapter 4 presents a customization method for translating messages
across multiple topics. The target is to enable the user to flexibly compose
the language services of domain resources (dictionaries and parallel texts)
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with machine translation services so that different domain resources can be
selected for different topics. A declarative language is designed for users to
incrementally add domain resources into composite services for each topic,
and its execution environment is developed by allowing the dynamic iden-
tification of a topic by keyword-based topic detection, the generation of all
possible composite services by using logic programming, and the selection
and execution of the best composite service for translation. A case study
of foreign students’ communication on multiple topics, such as learning life
and graduation procedure, is provided. Following the description of cus-
tomization, a significant increase in human judgment accuracy is verified.

Chapter 5 proposes a translation agent that interacts with users for im-
proving translation quality. The translation agent is designed to detect the
mistranslations output by machine translation services, with evaluation sup-
port from Chapter 3 and service deployment support from Chapter 4. This
design enables the translation agent to prevent the transfer of mistransla-
tions and to suggest message alteration for improving translation quality.
Thus, the translation agent can reduce the number of user messages needed
to address the mistranslation. Through a multilingual communication ex-
periment in which users collaborate on tangram arrangement, this chap-
ter shows that translation agent mediated communication allows users to
achieve consensus-building by exchanging 22% fewer messages than the
traditional machine translation mediated communication.

Chapter 6 summarizes the original contributions and future directions.
The user-centered design proposal is useful in selecting the best machine
translation service for each user’s input message, to flexibly apply various
language services for customizing translation, and to interact with users for
improving translation quality, so as to improve translation quality for multi-
lingual communication.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Translation Systems To Support Multilin-
gual Communication

2.1.1 Machine Translation Mediated Communication

Language barrier prevents people from different nations and culture to com-
municate with each other. To encourages business, and brings transna-
tional cooperation, people have to overcome the language barrier. For non-
foreign language learning people, they need translation support. For exam-
ple, famous transnational companies, such as Facebook and Amazon will
be greater success, if their translation support is efficient. Thus, efficient
support tools continue to receive more attention [Inaba, 2007]. Without
proper support in the multilingual environment, the language barrier will
make non-foreign language learning people remain on the surface, unaware
of the strangeness and complexity of life beneath the waves [Swift, 1991].
Machine translation plays an important and promising role in the prepara-
tion of such tools. For example, machine translation has been integrated
in a communication support agent developed for multilingual participatory
gaming [Tsunoda and Hishiyama, 2010]. However, machine translation has
limits in terms of translation quality [Wilks, 2009]. The translation errors
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continue to be the barrier for machine translation mediated (MT-mediated)
communication. When MT-mediated communication is used for a coop-
eration task, it is necessary to translate the task-oriented dialog accurately.
Generally speaking, a communication dialog can be tagged as task-oriented,
emotion-oriented, or both [Lemerise and Arsenio, 2000]. According to so-
cial information process theory, emotion-oriented dialog involves not only
the cognitive process but also the emotion transfer process. Task-oriented
dialog mainly focuses on the acquisition of information in the task do-
main [Bangalore et al., 2006]. In machine translation of task-oriented di-
alogs, the accurate translation of concepts is the basis of successful infor-
mation transfer [Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a]. Considering the limits of
translation quality, it is hard to deal with machine translation errors in MT-
mediated communication, even without considering the complex individual
emotion-related factors, such as cultural background [Kim, 2002]. Thus,
in traditional way of using machine translators, they are just transparent-
channel to non-foreign language learners. The multilingual communication
will be broken due to the translation errors.

2.1.2 Limitations of Machine Translation Systems

Machine translation has limitation to guarantee high quality translation all
the time [Wilks, 2009]. Translation environment involves both translation
function and user. From the perspective of translation function, the analy-
sis of machine translation errors is very important for the development of
machine translation [David Vilar, 2006, Popović and Ney, 2011]. We focus
on the limitations on applying machine translation system by users. Low
quality translation leads to translation errors to users. We examined existing
works on translation errors from the user perspective.

Users will face low quality translation, which is the main limitation of
deploy machine translation system. In MT-mediated communication, trans-
lation errors lead to miscommunication. Analyzing miscommunication at
the phrase, sentence, and dialog level is popular in machine-mediated com-
munication research [Kiesler et al., 1985, Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a].
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These three observations of machine translation errors are picked up ac-
cording to these levels: phrase-level, sentence-level, and dialog-level.
• Phrase level works, extract and highlight inaccurate words

[Miyabe et al., 2008], picture icons as precise translation of basic con-
cepts [Song et al., 2011].
• Sentence level works, examine back-translation for sentence level ac-

curacy check [Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009], Round-trip monolingual
collaborative translation of sentence [Hu, 2009, Morita and Ishida, 2009a].
• Dialog level works, examine asymmetries in machine translations

[Yamashita and Ishida, 2006b], Predict misconception due to unrec-
ognized translation errors [Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a].

Users are not helped enough to handle translation errors, which is due
to the limitation of interactivity between translation system and users. The
analysis of translation errors is specific in whether user can manually correct
translation output or not. These show several existing works on examining
mistranslation problems, providing suggestions and strategies for reducing
errors at each level. For example, in phrase level, highlighting inaccurate
words will facilitate user modification. In sentence level, round trip trans-
lation will provide certain information of translation result. In dialog level,
prediction of potential translation inconsistency prevents user using an im-
proper shorten reference of the previous concept. However, such user adap-
tation only help user to deal with parts of particular translation errors. To
help users to handle different translation errors, the interactivity of machine
translation system is very important.

2.1.3 Interactivity of Machine Translation Systems

The interactivity was referred in studying the relationship between messages
in human to human communication and then human to machine communi-
cation [Rafaeli, 1988]. The goal was to understand the influence of how
to responses to a message. Meanwhile, the computer mediated communi-
cation was first modeled as information transfer, succeeded from Shannon
and Weaver’s model of signal transmission in telecommunication systems.
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However, this information transfer does not count in the users, without any
linguistic or social phenomenon. After the birth of the conversational model
of computer mediated communication, the importance of interaction and
conversation in communication were stressed [Riva and Galimberti, 1998].

As a special computer mediated communication, machine translation
mediated (MT-mediated) communication cannot ignore the linguistic and
social nature of the users. For example, the level of user’s foreign language
skill will affect this multilingual communication. The emergence of MT-
mediated communication brings promise to the multilingual communication
among non-foreign language learning people and puts all the emphasis on
the machine translation function. Of course, the accuracy promotion in ma-
chine translation function is really important. Due to the limits of current
research on machine translation [Wilks, 2009], machine translation itself
largely needs human participation to guarantee high accuracy, from gen-
eral machine translation [Toma, 1977, Berger et al., 1994], to domain adap-
tation of machine translation [Bertoldi and Federico, 2009, Wu et al., 2008,
Koehn and Schroeder, 2007, Sankaran et al., 2012], to human-assisted ma-
chine translation, to computer assisted human translation, and to human
translation. The availability decreases as the human participation increases.
Meanwhile, the availability of translation increases as the human partici-
pation decreases. Especially, using Web services technique, for example
through Language Grid [Ishida, 2011], the usability of general machine
translations has been greatly promoted. Due to the expense and availability
of human resource, we cannot count on other bilingual experts, but we need
to rely on the participants of the multilingual communication.

Following the paradigm shifting from transparent-channel metaphor to
human-interpreter metaphor [Ishida, 2006b], we will not assume that the
accuracy of the machine translation is perfect and we turn to interactivity
motivation. The transparent-channel metaphor putting weight on accuracy
in MT-mediated communication, ignores the users just like the information
transfer model in computer mediated communication. However, the inter-
activity motivation in MT-mediated communication has not been studied
as much as the conversational model in computer mediate communication.
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Thus, given the assumption of quality limitations of machine translators, we
will turn from the accuracy promotion to the interactivity motivation, so as
to analyze the interactivity model of machine translation mediated commu-
nication, and to design agent metaphor to motivate the interactions, which
reduces miscommunication.

2.2 Design of Machine Translation Systems

2.2.1 Availability

Increasing number of translation systems, either online services or soft-
wares, are developed. It includes both machine translation and human
translation. Translation quality and availability of translation function play
a key role in translation environment (see Figure 2.1). For example, in
certain resource-limited languages, it is often that the machine transla-
tion works not as well as popular languages. Thus, human translation
is used for high quality translation. The common machine translation
includes rule-based machine translation (RBMT) [Toma, 1977], statisti-
cal machine translation (SMT) [Berger et al., 1994], example-based ma-
chine translation (EBMT) [Nagao, 1984], knowledge-based machine trans-
lation (KBMT) [Nirenburg et al., 1991], and hybrid of them, domain adap-
tation of machine translation [Bertoldi and Federico, 2009, Wu et al., 2008,
Koehn and Schroeder, 2007, Sankaran et al., 2012].

More and more machine translation software and resources are wrapped
into services. Originally, some owners allow access of their machine
translation through networks. But more owners hold their own usage be-
cause of technique, policy, or other issues. Meanwhile, those available
online services do not share standard interface, which makes it difficult
to automatically invoke those MT services. The creation of Language
Grid platform helps a lot to promote the availability of MT services in
Web services description language (WSDL) standard [Ishida, 2011]. It
solves the control and policy for the interests of providers. It wraps ex-
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Figure 2.1: Pyramid view of translation functions

isting language related software or resources into services, with standard
interfaces. The service architecture becomes open source1, and different
service nodes form federation and share the resources, for example, the
Linguagrid of CELI Research [Bosca et al., 2012]. There are other ser-
vice architectures of providing machine translations as services, such as
ScaleMT [Sánchez-Cartagena and Pérez-Ortiz, 2010]. The number of avail-
able MT services also increases through language service composition. For
one thing, by combining two MT services, a type of composite MT ser-
vice, which is based on intermediate language, can be reached. For another,
by combining dictionary service, morphological analyzer service, and MT
service, another type of composite service, can be implemented. Language
Grid provides machine translation services, dictionary services, morpholog-
ical analyzer services, etc. A multi-hop MT service, has been developed as
such composite service.

1http://langrid.org
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2.2.2 Translation Functions

Levin et al. created an interlingua based on the domain act in travel planning
domain [Levin et al., 1998]. The interlingua was composed by speaker tag,
speech acts, concepts and arguments. The machine translation system was
two-step interchange format mapping, from source concept parse trees to
target concepts gen trees. Four sub-domains of travel planning, hotel reser-
vation, transportation, sight seeing, and events, were focused in this task-
oriented machine translation system. The system was developed based on
the 423 domain actions that cover hotel reservation and transportation. The
experiment was mentioned that comparing robustness with other domain
acts based on systems including a statistic method and glossary-based ap-
proach. Obviously, this interlingua-based system needs large manual work
on preparing interchange format mapping rule. The benefit is that the trans-
lation will be done by mapping rules, which is robust and consistent.

Bangalore et al. created a finite-state model for task-oriented ma-
chine translation [Bangalore and Riccardi, 2000]. The process of machine
translation was treated as encoding and decoding process, with integration
of constraints from various levels of language processing. The stochas-
tic finite-state machine translation was trained automatically from pairs of
source and target dialog utterances. The constraints were decomposed into
two levels: local (phrase-level) and global (sentence-level). After on-line
learning of variable N-gram translation model, this process of phrase-based
N-gram statistic machine processed the reordering through variable N-gram
stochastic automation. This model has been tested on the Japanese-English
translation of call routing task.

Josyula et al. proposed an agent, ALFRED (Active Logic for Reason
Enhanced Dialog), for task-oriented dialog translation [Josyula et al., 2003].
It provided the capability design, including understanding the use-mention
distinction, using meta-dialog, learning new words, maintaining context,
and identify miscommunication. It also provided an example for explana-
tion of new word and inconsistent reference of new word.
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Composition of machine translation services

Bramantoro et al. combine Heart of Gold and Language Grid
technology to provide more language resources available on Web
[Bramantoro et al., 2008]. Heart of Gold is known as middleware architec-
ture for integrating NLP functions, while Language Grid is an infrastructure
of the distributed language services. Having Heart of Gold available as Web
services in the Language Grid environment would contribute to interoper-
ability among language services. The interface of Heart of Gold is extended,
so that XML string and XPath can handle the result.

Lin et al. and Lewis et al. discussed the combination of human and
machine translators for localization process. During this process, differ-
ent users, monolingual and bilingual translator, are employed. Lewis et al.
proposed BPEL4People extension for better support for human translator
[Lewis et al., 2009]. The requirement on different QoS properties are cal-
culated, including the translation accuracy, time, and cost [Lin et al., 2010].

Eduardo et al. proposed a composition algorithm of automatic service
composition [Eduardo et al., 2007]. First, it assumes that every available
service is semantically annotated. Second, a user/developer service request
a matching service is composed in terms of component services. Third,
the composition follows a semantic graph-based approach, on which atomic
services are iteratively composed based on services’ functional and non-
functional properties. It was implemented based on the architecture of
SPICE, which has four main components: including natural language pro-
cessing, matcher, composition factory, and property aggregator. An example
of composition of sendSMS and Translation services is given.

Cooperation of multiple translation agents

Tanaka et al. proposed a coordinator agent for composition of bilingual
dictionaries and machine translations. It is a context-based coordination to
maintain the consistency of word meanings during pivot translation services
[Tanaka et al., 2009].
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Selection among multiple translation results

Goto et al. proposed to select a useful service for a specific user and task by
using reputation information of other users [Goto et al., 2011]. When direct
evaluation of the service quality is much too costly, the reputation informa-
tion from other users might be obtained at a lower cost. Moreover, the rep-
utation is defined as a judgment of useful or useless according to the triplet
(service, user, task). Akiba et al. and Shi et al. proposed to select among
the translation results from multiple translation services. To select a transla-
tion results, it needs scores of translation quality assessment of each results
[Akiba et al., 2002, Shi et al., 2012c]. Akiba et al. calculate the score using
the probability of the original language model, and improves the score by
highlighting the much better quality translation and suppressing the much
lower quality translation. Shi et al. proposed selection of best translation
using back translation and multiple evaluation methods with relative score
calculated.

Combination of multiple translation results

Algorithms have been proposed algorithms to combine, compute con-
sensus, and improve accuracy based on multiple peer translation results
[Macherey and Inc, 2007, veikko I. Rosti et al., 2007, Matusov et al., 2006,
Karakos et al., 2008]. First, candidate translation sentences are parsed into
words. Second, the mapping word translation are aligned. Third, the better
translation are combined either through selection according to automatic
evaluation results [Macherey and Inc, 2007, veikko I. Rosti et al., 2007,
Matusov et al., 2006, Karakos et al., 2008] or the probability of source-
totarget and target-to-source word translation models are recalculated.

Integration of machine translation and auxiliary functions

Heyn proposed to integrate machine translation with translation memory
[Heyn, 1996]. It would be simplest tool for machine assisted human trans-
lation. Matusov et al. proposed to integrate machine translation with speech
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recognition [Matusov et al., 2005]. ASR word lattices was used to replace
statistical translation system. So that, coupling of speech recognition and
machine translation can be implemented together.

2.2.3 Translation Users

Different Types of Translation Users

Most common translation users include monolingual or bilingual peo-
ple. The difference of contribution between monolingual and bilingual
have been noticed [Lin et al., 2010, Resnik et al., 2010]. Lin et al. quan-
tified the difference into the QoS properties: accuracy, time, and cost
[Lin et al., 2010]. Resnik et al. constrained the translation ability of mono-
lingual or treated as the baseline of user ability to improve translation, and
examined the contribution of monolingual users in promoting the transla-
tion quality by paraphrasing [Resnik et al., 2010]. For another example, ex-
perienced/novice translation user. Narayanan et al. noticed that the user
interface had two versions: one version allows no customization thus be-
ing appropriate for the novice user and the other allows for a range of
options [Narayanan et al., 2006]. Somers and Jones described two scenar-
ios, for an experienced user and for a less experienced user, because the
operation of the system depends somewhat on the expertise of the user
[Somers and Jones, 1992]. Meanwhile, there is a intentional model for the
experienced user to input text, and a predictive model for the less experi-
enced user. Estrella described that superior and novice provide different
quality characteristics [Estrella, 2008]. The superior represents author’s
proficiency in source language, while the novice represents user’s profi-
ciency in source language. The superior can provide dictionary level quality,
while novice can provide fidelity level quality.

User Repair of Translation Errors

Agent has been proposed for human repair of machine translation
[Miyabe et al., 2008, Miyabe et al., 2009]. It extracts nouns and verbs that
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exist in the input sentence and do not exist in the back-translated sentence.
Such difference is helpful to support translation repair. Shahaf and Horvitz
examined three translation scenarios, and repair based on the result of ma-
chine translation is a typical scenario [Shahaf and Horvitz, 2010]. Narue-
domkul and Cercone suggested a architecture allows repair and iterative
improvement [Naruedomkul and Cercone, 2002]. Kay proposed to adopt
the kinds of solution that have proved successful in other domains, namely
to develop cooperative man-machine systems [Kay, 1998]. For example,
paraphrases could be a repair technique for inaccurate translated phrase.
Callison-Burch et al. proposed to learn the paraphrase from bilingual cor-
pus [Callison-Burch et al., 2006]. Resnik et al. proposed a process of para-
phrase to eliminate translation errors with only monolingual knowledge of
the target language [Resnik et al., 2010]. It is possible to generate alterna-
tive ways to say the same thing with only monolingual knowledge of the
source language. Another example, pre(post)-editing could be a repairing
technique for influent translation. Plitt and Masselot compared the pro-
ductivity increase of statistical MT post-editing with traditional translation,
the result show a productivity increase for each participant, with signifi-
cant variance across individuals [Plitt and Masselot, 2010]. Lehmann et al.
clarified the details of pre(post)-editing [Lehmann et al., 2012]. Pre-editing
covers these aspects: Spelling and Grammar, Terminology, Style. More-
over, it identified seven rule of pre-editing and seven rules of post-editing.
Hutchins described the pre(post)-editing as the main functions of human
assisted machine translation [Hutchins, 2005].

Interface for User Repair

To facilitate user repair, a number of interfaces have been researched for
translation errors, such as protocol, interface language, etc. For example,
collaborative translation system has been proposed to improve translation
quality over a poor translation channel by negotiation between two partic-
ipants with imbalanced language skills [Hu, 2009, Hu et al., 2011]. It pro-
vided two hypotheses: (1) editing by monolingual users improves transla-
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tion quality; (2) redundancy improves translation quality. Morita and Ishida
proposed collaborative translation and designed a protocol for collabora-
tion [Morita and Ishida, 2009a, Morita and Ishida, 2009b]. It analyzed two
problems: misinterpretation and incomprehension of the meaning of trans-
lated sentences. The design of protocol will promote both fluency through
post-editing and adequacy through back-translation. Flickinger et al. pro-
posed a grammar-specific semantic interface to facilitate the construction
and maintenance of a scalable translation engine [Flickinger et al., 2005].
The SEM-I is a theoretically grounded component of each grammar, cap-
turing several classes of lexical regularities while also serving the crucial
engineering function of supplying a reliable and complete specification of
the elementary predications the grammar can realize.
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Chapter 3

Two-Phase Evaluation for the
Best Machine Translation

Users have to select the best machine translation for using more than one
machine translators. From the perspective of monolingual users in multi-
lingual communication, automatic selection of best machine translation is
needed. This chapter proposes a two-phase evaluation process for users to
use automatic evaluation method service and machine translation service for
automatic selection of the best machine translation [Shi et al., 2012c].

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Evaluation of Translation Quality

Various machine translations provide divergent translation quality to the
users. Different providers have implemented their machine transla-
tions based on different mechanisms. The main mechanisms include
rule-based machine translation (RBMT) [Toma, 1977], statistic machine
translation (SMT) [Berger et al., 1994], example-based machine translation
(EBMT) [Nagao, 1984], knowledge-based machine translation (KBMT)
[Nirenburg et al., 1991], and hybrid of them. For example, the oldest and
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well-known Systran1 is a typical rule-based machine translation. The
Google translate2 and Bing translator3 use both statistic mechanism and
rule-based mechanism, such as Chinese-English or Arabic-English trans-
lation using former mechanism, which requires huge amount of empiri-
cal training data, and resource-limited languages translation using the lat-
ter mechanism. Different providers have different focus and superiority on
certain languages or domains. For example, Systran and J-Server4, both are
based on the rule-based mechanism, but Systran focuses on the translation
between European languages, such as German and French, while J-Server
focuses on the Asian languages, such as Chinese and Japanese. Also, there
are many domain-specialized machine translations in domains such as med-
ical services, airline services, technique manuals, etc. People are facing in-
creasing numbers of machine translation systems. Thus, the problem, which
machine translation is more competitive for the translation requests, makes
the evaluation of translation quality extremely important. To relieve people
from toilsomeness of human evaluation, the automatic evaluation methods,
such as BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002], and NIST [Doddington, 2002], have
been developed.

Currently, available automatic evaluation methods have limitations in
correlation with human evaluation, and human evaluation is still the fi-
nal standard. On the one hand, automatic evaluation of translation qual-
ity is necessary. It is tedious for human beings to assess machine trans-
lations. Current machine translation has limitations in providing high-
quality translation [Wilks, 2009]. It means, sometimes, that the trans-
lation result is unreadable or meaningless, which makes people feel it
uninteresting and dreary. Meanwhile, people have limited time, en-
ergy and consistency to provide manual evaluation. Compared with
human evaluation, automatic evaluation methods, such as the famous
BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002], NIST [Doddington, 2002], have the advan-

1http://www.systran.de/
2http://translate.google.com/
3http://www.microsofttranslator.com/
4http://www.j-server.com/
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tages of faster processing, cheaper cost, and higher availability, but have the
disadvantage of insufficient correlation with human evaluation. The birth
of automatic evaluation method, especially the success of BLEU, transfers
the manual judgment into comparison against references, which are the cor-
rect human translations. On the other hand, it is still an ongoing problem to
find out the high qualified evaluation method, which has the highest corre-
lation with human evaluation. Amigó et al. proposed that the reliability
of evaluation methods are highly corpus-dependent [Amigó et al., 2011].
Pado et al. suggested that evaluation methods lack crucial robustness,
and affected considerably across languages and genres [Pado et al., 2009].
Liu et al. and Cer et al. showed that for phrase-based SMT in sev-
eral language pairs, the best evaluation method was picked out empiri-
cally [Liu et al., 2011, Cer et al., 2010a]. Even though multiple evaluation
methods are available, none of them are outstanding enough to replace hu-
man evaluation. The correlation to the human evaluation is calculated to
show its efficiency, such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and Spear-
man’s rank correlation coefficient [Callison-Burch et al., 2008]. The most
popular human evaluation of translation quality is interpreted as adequacy
and fluency. For example, five-level scales of manual assessment scores,
{5:All , 4:Most , 3:Much, 2:Little 1:None} for adequacy, and {5:Flawless,
4:Good, 3:Non-native, 2:Disfluent, 1:Incomprehensible} for fluency, are
used to quantify the translation quality in DARPA TIDES projects at Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. As better evaluation leads to better translation quality,
better automatic evaluation of translation quality is still an ongoing issue.

Involving the translation quality of machine translation and existent
automatic evaluation methods, current researches are in different direc-
tions (see Figure 3.1). First, in the novel mechanism direction, dis-
tinctive design creates original and novel mechanism, which is differ-
ent from any existent evaluation methods. For example, after BLEU
[Papineni et al., 2002], other n-gram precision mechanisms evaluation
methods NIST [Doddington, 2002], METEOR [Banerjee and Lavie, 2005],
and ROUGE-N [Lin, 2004] have been proposed. Besides n-gram preci-
sion mechanisms, there are the edit distance mechanisms, such as WER
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[Nießen et al., 2000], TER [Snover et al., 2006], and the length of the least
common sub-string (LCS) mechanism, such as ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W. Be-
sides these lexical level mechanism, syntactic level, and semantic level
mechanisms have been designed [Amigó et al., 2009]. Second, combina-
tion design tightly combines features of well-chosen evaluation methods
to reach robust assessment. For example, Paul et al. suggested taking
into account of feature sets from existent evaluation methods, and mak-
ing use of combined binary classifiers for classification [Paul et al., 2007].
Pado et al. suggested promoting robustness of evaluation methods, not
only based on the combination of ensemble lexical evaluation methods, but
also based on the combination of syntactic level, and semantic level fea-
tures [Padó et al., 2009]. Amigó et al. suggested increasing the reliability of
machine translation evaluation through the corroboration of heterogeneous
evaluation methods [Amigó et al., 2011]. Third, adaptive design meets with
extensive application of available evaluation methods. For example, from
developers’ view angle, Gimenez et al. suggested a framework for ma-
chine translation developers to locate weakness based on existent evaluation
methods [Giménez and Amigó, 2006]. From human translators’ view angle,
Sankaran et al. showed the application of BLEU to reduce manual post-
editing in machine assisted translation domains [Sankaran et al., 2012].

Our problem is that, as there are multiple evaluation methods, their ef-
ficiency is not unanimous, in consideration of different languages and do-
mains, how to select machine translation by taking advantage of existent
evaluation methods. To research on this problem, creation design direc-
tion will create a novel mechanism to beat all the existent evaluation meth-
ods. While, the combination design will generate a combination of robust
assessment to supersede any of its constituents. But there have been lim-
ited breakthroughs in these two directions in recent years. We focus on
the application design direction. Especially, we are from the perspective of
the users, which is different from the previously mentioned two types: the
perspective of machine translation developers [Giménez and Amigó, 2006],
or the perspective of concrete domain application of machine transla-
tion [Sankaran et al., 2012]. We propose an architecture to enable the user to
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Figure 3.1: Existing evaluation methods and main research directions

select among the machine translations by taking advantage of available eval-
uation methods. The proposed architecture is collective adaption, loosely
depending on the available evaluation methods, with following considera-
tions:

• Service availability: the architecture makes the machine translation
and evaluation methods available to the users through service-oriented
platform, Language Grid. It encourages the providers to publish their
machine translation as services, and attracts the users to make use of
different machine translations through the same interface.
• Improved selection: the architecture promotes machine translation

quality, by dynamically choosing proper evaluation methods for each
translation request. Better evaluation methods lead to better transla-
tion quality. The user will receive higher sum of translation quality
for all the translation requests.
• Selection assessment: the architecture offers a comparable assessment

score, representing the contribution of selecting machine translations
for users. Due to the different metrics of different evaluation methods,
their evaluation scores are not comparable.
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3.1.2 Examples of Multiple Machine Translators

As mentioned before, more and more machine translation services are
usable. Similarly, increasing number of evaluation methods are avail-
able with standard interface, which greatly promoted their availabil-
ity. Project Asiya, offered a rich repository of evaluation meth-
ods, [Giménez and Màrquez, 2010]. Stanford Phrasal Evaluation
project provided uniform Java interface [Cer et al., 2010b]. Eck et
al. [Matthias Eck and Waibel, 2006], from Carnegie Mellon University, pro-
vided online services of multiple evaluation methods. With standard inter-
face defined, Language Grid wraps existing evaluation method software into
service [Ishida, 2011].

Efficient evaluation method leads to better machine translation. Cur-
rently, the correlation to the human evaluation (manually judgment) is used
for judging the efficiency of evaluation method [Zhang and Vogel, 2010].
Human evaluation is still the only high standard assessment of machine
translation.

Table 3.1: Parallel text sentences in Japanese, Chinese, and English

Language Parallel Text
Japanese (ja) 東京ディズニーランドを目一杯楽しむための攻

略法を掲載しています。
English (en) Strategies for enjoying Tokyo Disneyland to the fullest

are provided.
Chinese (zh) 正在公布尽情享受东京迪斯尼乐园的攻略。

For an example, there are four translations from four different ma-
chine translations (Bing, Google, J-Server, Web-transer) for a user (see Ta-
ble 3.1,3.2,3.3).
• Both machine translation systems and evaluation methods are

not unanimous. For different translation request, such as from
Japanese-English translation to Japanese-Chinese translation (see Ta-
ble 3.1,3.2), the translation quality (adequacy by human) ranking is
not the same. Meanwhile, different evaluation methods have their
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Table 3.2: Translation output of multiple machine translators

(Source is the Japanese sentence in Table 3.1)
Translate MT Translation Results

ja→en

Bing It includes strategies for Tokyo Disneyland to
enjoy utmost.

Google Has posted a capture method for enjoying a
glass eye to Tokyo Disneyland.

J-Server The capture way to enjoy Tokyo Disneyland
fully is carried.

Web-Transer I place the capture method to enjoy Tokyo
Disneyland at the full blast.

ja→zh

Bing 它包括东京迪斯尼乐园，享受最大的战
略。 (It includes Tokyo Disneyland, enjoy the
biggest strategy.)

Google 已经发布了东京迪斯尼乐园享受玻璃眼
的捕获方法。 (Have published Tokyo Dis-
neyland enjoying the catching method of glass
eyes.)

J-Server 刊登了为了享受东京迪斯尼乐园眼一杯的
攻占法。 (To enjoy Tokyo Disneyland, have
published the occupying method of eye one
cup)

Web-Transer 正刊登攻占给最大限度享受东京迪士尼
乐园的方法的。 (Have been publishing oc-
cupying the mothod of enjoying the most of
Tokyo Disneyland )

own ranking too. BLEU,NIST, WER, and METEOR show different
preferred MT systems (see Table 3.3).
• Proper evaluation methods lead to better translation quality. Carrying

any evaluation method through the two requests, does not produce the
best correlation with human judgment (see Table 3.3).

Thus, even though multiple evaluation methods are available to people,
to choose a machine translation for a translation request is still a problem for
people. Previously, We provide an architecture to help users take advantage
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Table 3.3: Evaluation results of automatic evaluation methods are not
unanimous, and human evaluation is used as standard

(Adequacy is the average of four human evaluation results)

Translate MT Evaluation Score Average Adequacy
BLEU NIST WER METEROR (Human)

ja→en

Bing 0.3 1.27 -0.89 0.33 2
Google 0.19 1.38 -0.92 0.30 1.5
J-Server 0.19 1.00 -1.00 0.44 2
Web-Transer 0.15 1.03 -0.85 0.35 3

ja→zh

Bing 0.23 1.33 -1.00 0.34 3.5
Google 0.19 1.30 -0.82 0.27 2
J-Server 0.27 1.30 -0.64 0.29 2
Web-Transer 0.12 0.51 -0.79 0.17 3

of multiple evaluation methods, so as to make good use of multiple machine
translations.

3.2 Quality Evaluation Architecture

As mentioned before, the goal of our architecture is to qualify service avail-
ability, improved selection, and selection assessment. Firstly, according to
the above example, four machine translations are from different providers,
and of different interfaces. Bing, Google, and J-Server provide online ser-
vices, but Web-transer are not provided with online-access by the providers.
To select one among multiple machine translations automatically, we collect
different machine translations and provide a unified interface. Secondly, the
evaluation results show that if you could pick a proper evaluation methods
for each of the two translation requests, it will select the machine translation
of higher quality. For example, if WER can be selected for Japanese-to-
English translation request and METEOR for Japanese-to-Chinese request,
the translation results of J-Server and Bing, which have the highest ade-
quacy (human evaluation), will be selected (see Table 3.3). It becomes ex-
plicit that, for each translation request, an application design is to pick out
a proper evaluation method in the first place. Lastly, after selecting an eval-
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uation method and the target MT system, assessment of selection is also
needed to inform the users of selecting benefits. Thus, for each transla-
tion request from a MT user, there are three processes: selecting evaluation
method, selecting MT system, and assessing selection (see Figure 3.2).

Select Evaluation 

Method

Evaluation Method Providers

MT User

Evaluation Methods

Select MT System

Assess MT 

Selection

MT Systems

MT System Providers

Translation Request

Translation Result 

and Assessment

Figure 3.2: Process of machine translation selection

• Selecting evaluation method: multiple evaluation methods have be-
come the candidate for evaluating the quality of MT system. How-
ever, they are not unanimous. Considering about different languages,
domains, or the length of request [Och, 2003], the most proper evalu-
ation method can be different. The problem is about how to pick out
the proper evaluation method for each translation request.
• Selecting MT system: the candidate MT systems are prepared accord-

ing to the functions, such as the proper translation languages. Accord-
ing to the selected evaluation method, the MT system of the highest
evaluation score is to be selected as one of the highest translation
quality.
• Assessing selection of MT system: because the selection of MT sys-

tem will take time or other costs (for example, service prices), the
selection efficiency of translation quality should be known to the MT
user. Thus, assessing selection can inform the user of the benefits of
MT selection. The problem is about how to calculate an assessment
score, which is not tied up to the metric of each evaluation method.
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Based on this process of MT service selection, we will design a two-phase
selection architecture for MT selection. After that, we will explain the em-
pirical way to select an evaluation method, and the novel assessment of MT
selection for the users in the end.

3.2.1 Two-phase Selection Architecture

In view of an extensive application for the benefit of the users, we sug-
gest designing the machine translation selection as a broker (see Fig-
ure 3.3), which is inspired by Web service selection [Tian et al., 2004,
Serhani et al., 2005]. It will receive the request from MT user and reply the
selected machine translation to the user. It has accesses to both the machine
translations and evaluation methods from different providers. Three impor-
tant components of Language Grid, Service Wrapper, Service Registry, and
Service Invoker, will finish collecting and invoking the machine translation
and evaluation from different providers and of different interfaces.
• Service Wrapper: both MT systems and evaluation methods are to

be accessed as Web service, and to be separately categorized. As
mentioned before, MT systems are more and more available as MT
services. Meanwhile, it is easy to wrap existing evaluation methods
into Web services through service grid5 of Language Grid project.
• Service Registry: Language Grid has successful experience in solving

various register, and management issues [Ishida, 2011]. Especially,
a broker itself can be a translation service, which can be published
through the service registry.
• Service Invoker: Language Grid provides a client as service invoker.

After employing it in this broker, it is easy to invoke those services
through categorized service identities.

To extend this broker (see Figure 3.3) to our machine translation selec-
tion architecture (see Figure 3.4), one evaluation method will be picked out
using data-driven strategy, then one MT result will be picked out according

5http://servicegrid.net
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to the selected evaluation method. They make up a two-phase selection,
to fulfill the MT service selection process. The two phases to realize MT
selection functionality are as follows.
• Selecting and preparing a proper evaluation method: previously, we

have learned that, when in different translation language pairs, differ-
ent domain corpus, or different translation length, there are researches
showing that evaluation methods show different efficiency. We ap-
ply data-driven approach to build classification model by using these
features, including language pair, domain information, and length of
translation request. Because data-driven is the choice for implicit
or dynamic causal relationship between these features and evaluation
methods. With the trained classification model, it will empirically
select an evaluation method.
• Selecting a MT result and providing the assessment: it becomes easy

to make a choice among MT result when evaluation method is se-
lected. But it is not easy for the user to understand the necessity of
such selection. We suggest a novice assessment for the user to under-
stand the contribution of MT selection. The process of ranking and
calculation will be explained in detail later.

3.2.2 Components and Implementation

More details of the two phase architecture (see Figure 3.4), the main
components in the first phase (selecting and preparing a proper evaluation
method phase) include: collect features, prepare references, decide evalua-
tion method, invoke MT services. In the second phase (selecting a MT result
and providing the assessment phase), there are invoke evaluation method,
and rank and assess.

To provide an applicable architecture, we will explain the components
and their deployment currently. The ideal of our deployment is to make
use of existing software or functions in the most. Then we will focus on
the mechanism and algorithm realization. We deploy the MT systems and
evaluation methods easily available into our architecture, and we will do
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experiment based on this deployment.
• Language Grid platform: After wrapping and registering MT sys-

tems and evaluation methods into language services, the service in-
voker invokes either the MT system or evaluation method through a
unique identity, such as Google Transalte, J-Server, Web-transer, and
YakushiteNet.
• MT service category: We use a simple data base MySQL6 to store the

unique identity of service, service name, the URL, operation names
and types, parameter names and types, and pre-setting values.
• Evaluation method service category: Four evaluation methods are de-

ployed, BLEU, NIST, METEOR, and WER metrics of Stanford Phrasal
project [Cer et al., 2010b]. We wrap them into WSDL services and
register them to evaluation method service category.

The features and evaluation methods selection strategy are set in this
phase, the deployments are listed as follows.
• Invoking MT services: we invoke the service based on the Language

Grid client, which is a JAX-RPC service invoker7. It easily calls a
Web service by unique service identity, operation name and type, pa-
rameter name and type, which can be indexed according to service
identity in the service category.
• Collecting features: It analyzes the translation request and collect

attribute-value pairs. In our situation, we collect three properties:
translation language pairs, domain information, and length of transla-
tion request.
• Deciding evaluation method: The data-driven strategy, decision tree

is applied for this purpose. First, how the translation features exactly
affect the efficiency of evaluation methods is still too complex cur-
rently, for example, English-Chinese translation can be different from
English-German translation, and spoken language translation can be
different from written language. Data-driven approach can build clas-
sification model from input-data automatically, after that it becomes

6http://www.mysql.com/
7http://java.net/projects/jax-rpc/
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convenient to make a decision. Second, we suggest decision tree
learning for this purpose, because it easily transforms decision tree
result into rules. Then it is convenient to test and verify a rule manu-
ally. C4.5 is a popular decision tree algorithm for classification tasks
[Quinlan, 1993]. It has other merits such as handling missing val-
ues, allowing presence of noise, categorizing continuous attributes. It
should be noticed that we treat C4.5 as a “black box”, a tool for the
task of deciding a target evaluation method based on feature of a trans-
lation request. No attempt is made to modify its function. We use J48
decision tree, a Java implementation of C4.5 algorithm from Weka
data mining tool8. The name-value feature pairs will be its input, and
its output is the identity of the evaluation method service.
• Preparing References: Reference preparation is one of the key issues

for evaluation methods of lexical level mechanism. Reference is the
wanted standard result to be compared with the result of the transla-
tion candidate. The similarity between the reference and translation
candidate is calculated as the quality of this translation candidate ac-
cording to the reference. We consider incorporating automatic ref-
erence preparation, thus the unsupervised process is important. Cur-
rently there are two ways of reference preparation process: the paral-
lel text way and the round-trip translation way (see Figure 3.5).
(a) Parallel text way: parallel text is the most common way to prepare

reference. The parallel text service from Language Grid provides
searching function. Thus, it is easy to prepare references.

(b) Round-trip translation way: round-trip translation is a contro-
versial way to be used as reference preparation. As it is widely
known and tried by the users, we include it as one way for prepar-
ing references.

For this phase the most important deployment is to implement the algo-
rithm for ranking and assessment, which will be explained in next section.
• Invoking evaluation method: similar to the component “invoke MT

8http://weka.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3.5: Two ways to prepare references
(a) parallel text for reference preparation, (b) round trip translation way for

reference preparation.

services”, it will prepare parameters and call Language Grid client to
invoke the wrapped evaluation method service.
• Ranking and assessing: we implement the ranking and assessment

algorithm in Java. The input is the evaluation scores after evaluating
the translation results. After ranking, the selected translation result
and assessment score are returned to the user.

3.3 Quality Evaluation Process

After the description of the architecture and component deployment, we
will explain the selection and assessment in detail. Finally, the mapping
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algorithm will be provided and an example will be taken for explanation.

3.3.1 Definitions and Process Description

Let S denote the machine translation systems developed by different MT
system developers. Similarly, let E denote the evaluation methods devel-
oped by different evaluation method developers. Then, the available MT
and evaluation methods will be represented as follows:
• S = {s1,s2, . . . ,sn}: n candidate machine translations available.
• E = {e1,e2, . . . ,em}: m candidate evaluation methods available.

According to our selection process (see Figure 3.2), let denote:
• R = {r(1),r(2), . . . ,r(p)}: p times translation requests from one user.
• trans(si,r(t)): the tth request r(t) is translated by MT service si.

For each translation request source r(t), a proper evaluation method e(t) is
to be selected . As m evaluation methods and n MT services are available,
for each request r(t), there are:
• T R(t) = {tr1(t), tr2(t), . . . , trn(t)}:n translation results are generated,

and each translation result is tri(k) = trans(si,r(k)).
• eval(e j, tri(t)): the tth translation result by si is evaluated by method

e j.
• V (t): all evaluation scores (see Equation (3.1)). If each translation

result tri(t) is evaluated by each evaluation method e j automatically,
each evaluation score will be vi j(t) = eval(e j, tri(t)).

V (t) =


v11(t) v12(t) · · · v1n(t)

v21(t) v22(t)
... v2n(t)

... · · · . . . ...
vm1(t) vm2(t) · · · vmn(t)

 (3.1)

Selecting Evaluation Method

The empirical way, a data-driven strategy to decide target evaluation method
according to the features like translation languages, and translation length,
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will select the evaluation method ek(t) for each request r(t). There are
limited research results clarifying the effect of translation context and the
relationship between all the evaluation methods, different efficiency be-
tween the evaluation methods has been showed empirically most of the
time. Och showed their different efficiencies is affected by the length of
input [Och, 2003]. Callison-Burch et al. showed different language pairs
affect the evaluation efficient empirically [Callison-Burch et al., 2008], and
Amigó et al. showed similar situation [Amigó et al., 2011]. Thus, we want
to empirically check such features in selecting evaluation methods using
data-driven strategy.

For the process to select evaluation method, let denote
• F={ f1, f2, . . . , fc}:the c feature collectors. For each request r(t), its

features are collected as F(r(t)) = { f1(r(t)), f2(r(t)), . . . , fc(r(t))}.
To make a decision about the selected evaluation method e∗(t), a decision
rule should be created as follows.

(θ low
1 < f1(r(t))< θ

up
1 )∧ . . .∧ (θ low

t < ft(r(t))< θ
up
t )

∧ . . .∧ (θ low
c < fc(r(t))< θ

up
c )→ e∗(t)

(3.2)

Data-driven strategy, such as the decision tree classification, is effective for
such purpose, after a training. Thus, the first process to select an evaluation
method, which is further divided into several parts: collecting the features,
training a classifier, and testing the decision rules. Then the target evaluation
method e∗(t) will be decided for the request r(t).

Selecting Machine Translation

For the process to select MT service, assuming the selected evaluation
method e∗(t) = ek, then evaluation scores of r(t)’s translation results are
{vk1(t), vk2(t),. . ., vkn(t)} (see Equation 3.1). Then, the selected MT ser-
vice for request r(t) will be s∗(t) as follows:

s∗(t) = argmax
si

eval(ek, trans(si,r(t))) (3.3)
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Assessing Selection of Machine Translation

For the process to assess MT selection, the contribution of this selection
should be reported to the users. Here are the considerations about why we
need this assessment.

• One problem is that the evaluation score eval(e∗(t), trans(s∗(t), r(t)))
cannot reflect whether the selection is necessary or not. Give an ex-
treme example, if all the translation results are the same, the evalua-
tion score will be the same, thus the selection seems not contributive,
but it does not matter whether the score is high or low.
• Another problem is that multiple evaluation methods have different

metrics, therefore, they cannot be directly compared.

We propose a new assessment strategy, which calculates the relative quality
promotion. Then, we use the change of average score to represent the rela-
tive quality promotion. It compares the average score of two status, counting
in a selected MT service and not counting in. Thus, the higher the changing
ratio is, the bigger this selection contributes [Shi et al., 2012b].

First, we calculate the change ratio of the average evaluation score,
counting the MT service s∗(t), which is 1

n ∑ j eval(e∗(t), trans(s( j),r(t))),
to not counting in, which is

1
n−1(∑ j eval(e∗(t), trans(s( j),r(t)))− eval(e∗(t), trans(s∗(t),r(t)))). As-
suming s∗(t) = si, e∗(t) = ek and avg(t) = 1

n ∑ j vk j(t), this ratio of a change
in average score, contrii(t) , representing the contribution of selecting this
MT service si, will be calculated as follows:

contrii(t) =
1
n ∑ j eval(e∗(t), trans(s( j),r(t)))

1
n−1(∑ j eval(e∗(t), trans(s( j),r(t)))− eval(e∗(t), trans(s∗(t),r(t))))

=
1
n ∑ j vk j(t)

1
n−1(∑ j vk j(t)− vki(t))

=
(n−1)avg(t)

n ·avg(t)− vki(t)
(3.4)
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After that, we want to normalize the contrii(t) into range [0,1]. We
choose an easy function to do that, function f (x) = x/(x+1). We can cal-
culate the quality score contri′i(t), where avg(t) = 1

n ∑ j vk j(t) , as follows:

contri′i(t) =


(n−1)avg(t)

(2n−1)avg(t)− vki(t)
if vk j(t)≥ 0

n ·avg(t)− vki(t)
(2n−1)avg(t)− vki(t)

if vk j(t)< 0
(3.5)

Finally, the assessment contri′i(t)∈ [0,1] will be reported to the MT user.

3.3.2 Machine Translation Selection Algorithm

Algorithm and Explanation

After the strategy analysis, here we provide the algorithm in detail (see Al-
gorithm 1). The algorithm works in the broker for MT service selection. It
includes two-phase execution. In the first phase, if no decision rules exist,
we need to train the decision tree, and generate decision rules. Next, we will
calculate attributes { f1(r), f2(r), . . . , fc(r)} from request translation source
r by attribute collector functions, then their values are checked by decision
rules. If decision rules exist, we can select a target evaluation method se-
lected evaluation, which completes the first phase.

In the second phase, it invokes the MT services S to translate current
request r, and get the translation results tri = trans(si,r), evaluate transla-
tion results by the selected evaluation method e∗, and get evaluation scores
vki = eval(e∗, tri(r)) from evaluation results. Then it is easy to rank for the
target result tr∗(r). After that, the assessment of selection is calculated ac-
cording to equation (3.5). Finally, MT service s∗, translation result tr∗(r),
and assessment contri′ are returned.
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Algorithm 1: machine-translation-select(E,S,r,F)
Input: E={e1,e2, . . . ,em}: the m evaluation methods;
S={s1,s2, . . . ,sn}: the n MT services;
r: current request translation source ;
F={ f1, f2, . . . , fc}: c feature collectors ;

1 /** phase 1: select evaluation method **/
2 if decision rules not exist then
3 train decision tree by J48, and generate decision rules.

4 /* collect attribute values */
5 process translation source r by { f1, f2, . . . , fc}, and get
{ f1(r), f2(r), . . . , fc(r)};

6 /* check decision rules, and select evaluation method */
7 e∗←{ek‖(θ low

1 < f1(r)< θ
up
1 )∧ . . .∧ (θ low

c < fc(r)< θ
up
c )→ ek};

8 /** phase 2: select MT result and assess selection **/
9 max← 0, avg← 0;

10 /* evaluate MT results */
11 foreach si ∈ S do
12 translate r by execute service si, and get translation result;
13 evaluate translation result by e∗, and get vki;
14 tri(r)← trans(si,r);
15 vki← eval(ek, tri(r))← eval(e∗, tri(r));

16 /* rank the best MT */
17 foreach i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} do
18 /* select max quality score */
19 if max < vki then
20 max← vki, s∗← si, tr∗(r)← tri(r) ;

21 avg← avg+ vki;

22 avg← avg/n;
23 /* assess selection */
24 calculate contri′ according to equation (3.5);
25 return s∗, tr∗(r), contri′;
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Example

Previously, we have four MT systems, {s1:Bing, s2:Google, s3:J-Server,
s4:Web-Transer}, and 4 evaluation methods, {e1:BLEU, e2:NIST , e3:WER,
e4:METEOR}. The Japanese-to-English and Japanese-to-Chinese transla-
tion are two request from the user {r(1):(ja→en), r(2):(ja→zh)}. We ex-
plain our ranking and assessment by a simple example. Assuming data-
driven method, a decision tree, is trained. Two features, (language pair,
length of translation request), are used for training. Finally, eight rules are
generated. Two of them are listed as follows:
• (language pair==”ja→en”) ∧ (0<length of machine request ≤ 24)→

WER.
• (language pair==”ja→zh”) ∧ (12<length of machine request ≤ 24)
→ NIST.

In the process of selecting evaluation method, the features of two requests
r(1) and r(2), are collected and the above rules are checked.
• Features (“ja→en”, 22) leads to WER, thus for r(1), WER is selected,

and e∗(1) = e3.
• Features (“ja→zh”, 22) leads to NIST, thus for r(2), NIST is selected,

and e∗(2) = e2.
In the process of selecting machine translation, assuming evaluation scores
are as follows:
• WER scores: {v31(1):−0.89,v32(1):−0.92,v33(1):−1.00,v34(1):−0.85}.
• NIST scores: {v21(2):1.11,v22(2):0.85,v23(2):1.13,v24(2):0.35}.

Then, for r(1) and r(2), v34(1) and v21(2) are the highest and selected. For
translation request r(1), there is no obvious translation quality difference
among all results, thus the selection does not contributes too much. For
translation request r(2), MT service s1 translates with obvious high score,
when its result is selected, the user will receive higher quality translation
than selected by random.
In the process of assessing selection of machine translation, the avg(1) =
−0.91 and avg(2) = 0.86 are calculated as avg(t) = ∑ j vk j(t)/4. For r(1),
k = 3, and for r(2), k = 2. We calculate translate quality by Equation (3.5).
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• {contri′1(1):0.502,contri′2(1):0.499,contri′3(1):0.492, contri′4(1):0.506}
• {contri′1(2):0.525,contri′2(2):0.499,contri′3(2):0.527,contri′4(2):0.455},

From these results, for translation request r(1), there are no large difference
among contri′1(1), contri′2(1), and contri′3(1). But for translation request
r(2), contri′3(2) is obviously higher than contri′4(2). Among all these re-
sults, contri′3(2) is the highest. Thus, our calculation results expressed the
logic which assesses the contribution of selection for the user, so that it will
balance different metrics of multiple evaluation methods and provide new
comparable assessment.

Finally, in this example, for the translation request r(1), s∗(1):Web-
Transer, tr∗(r(1)): Web-Transer’s translation of r(1), and contri′(1):0.506
are returned. For the translation request r(2), s∗(2):Bing, tr∗(r(2)):Bing’s
translation of r(2), and contri′(2):0.527 are returned.

3.4 Experiment and Analysis

After the emphasis of service availability in the architecture section, and
the explanation of selection assessment in the algorithm section, we want
to show the improved selection empirically. As mentioned before, we fo-
cus on the collective adaptation, loosely depending on the available evalu-
ation methods. Thus, we compare the results of our proposed strategy to
two situations, “selecting MT systems with one evaluation method”, and
“using one MT system without selection”. In order to show the adaptive
application, we change the translation languages and domains of translation
requests. Then we calculate the human adequacy and correlation to human
evaluation, because it is assumed that our proposal will promote the aver-
age human adequacy and have a higher correlation to human evaluation for
the total translation requests, in comparison to the two situations mentioned
above. Besides, two important issues about experience setting are noted as
follows:
• Parallel text as translation requests: lower quality reference makes the

comparison more complex to explain. To show how the user can enjoy
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better result by our application design, we have to make assessment
more accurately on the relationship between quality changes and ap-
plication of more resources. So we need to avoid being affected by
lower quality references.
• Human evaluation as final judgment standard: it is often the final

standard for empirically comparison of the evaluation methods. With
standard human evaluation score, we can calculate to which percent
the proposed strategy correlated to human evaluation empirically.

3.4.1 Experiments Setting

Corpus for Experiments

We experiment on 3 Japanese-English corpora and 2 Japanese-Chinese cor-
pora:

• Japanese-English parallel text corpus:
1) NTT Communication Science Lab corpus (NTT): it is everyday

life material, and 100 pairs are sampled from total 3 715 pairs.
2) Medical corpus is used (Medical): it is medical information mate-

rial, and 100 pairs are sampled from 2 001 pairs.
3) Tanaka corpus9(Tanaka): it mainly is textbook material, which are

from English textbook for Japanese students, and 100 pairs are
sampled from 150 127 pairs.

• Japanese-Chinese parallel text corpus:
1) School guidance parallel text corpus10(School): it is school guid-

ance material, and 100 pairs are sampled.
2) Disaster information parallel text corpus10(Disaster): this is disas-

ter handbook material, and 100 pairs are sampled.

Totally, there are 500 pairs to be the translation requests in the experiments.

9http://www.edrdg.org/wiki/index.php/Tanaka Corpus
10http://langrid.org/playground/parallel-text.html
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Figure 3.6: Percentage of best machine translations in each domain
based on human score: adequacy

Planned Experiments

To check the quality promotion, we have planned two experiments in differ-
ent adaptive applications.
• Translation requests from the same corpus (same domain): translation

requests have the same language pair and domain information. Given
requests R = {r(1),r(2), . . . ,r(p)}, the features, only length of trans-
lation request of each r(t), are changing as the number of requests t
increases from 1 to p.
• Translation requests from different corpora (mixed domains): it is the

situation of dynamic translation requests. Given requests R = {r(1),
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Figure 3.7: Average adequacy of each machine translation in five domains
(adequacy is human score)

r(2), . . . , r(p)}, as the number of requests t increasing from 1 to p.
The feature length of translation requests, and two other features of
r(t), language pair and domain information, are changing between
Japanese-English pair and Japanese-Chinese pair, and from different
domain-related material.

The average human adequacy for all the p requests are calculated in both
experiments, and the correlation to human evaluation is also calculated in
the second experiment.

3.4.2 Experiment I: Translation Requests in the Same
Language Pair and Domain

For a simple situation, the user sends translation requests of the same lan-
guage pair and domain. Thus, for each domain corpus, we have to train our
two-phase selection, then to select MT for each request.
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Machine Translation Results in Different Corpora

All the sampled 100 pairs of each domain are translated. The Japanese-
English parallel texts are translated by Google, J-Server, Web-transer, and
YakushiteNet services, while Japanese-Chinese parallel texts are translated
by Google, J-Server, Web-transer services. These machine translation ser-
vices are from the Language Grid platform11. With all the translation re-
sults, 6 people (3 for Japanese-English, 3 for Japanese-Chinese) evalu-
ated the adequacy in a five-level scores (5:All, 4:Most, 3:Much, 2:Little,
1:None).

Then we can see the human evaluation (adequacy) of the machine trans-
lation requests. Firstly, it shows that, for one user’s different translation
requests, highest adequacy MT system are not always the same (see Figure
3.6). In the same domain, each machine translation gains the highest ad-
equacy, but different machine translation shows different percentage. For
example, for the request of NTT corpus, Web-transfer got the largest per-
centage as the highest adequacy machine translation, while Google gets the
lowest percentage. In the different domains, the percentages are not consis-
tent. Secondly, it shows that, for different domains, the machine translation
quality can be very different (see Figure 3.7). For example, for the domain
NTT, , the average adequacy of Web-Transer or J-Server is larger than 4
(see Figure 3.7). But, for both the domain Tanaka and domain Disaster,
the highest average adequacy is lower than any machine translations from
NTT corpus. Thus, selection of machine translation is important. Our de-
sign aims to help the user face such situation, so as to select best machine
translation in a row.

Training for Two-Phase Selection

We randomly divided 100 pairs from each domain into 2 groups, with 50
pairs in each group. For the two-phase selection, one group is used for
training and the other group is used for testing. We are able to generate all

11http://langrid.org/playground/translation.html
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the results by two-phase MT selection through exchanging the two groups,
which is similar to cross-validation. For the deployment, we trained the J48
decision tree for decision of evaluation methods. The train sets are selected
evaluation methods correlated to human evaluation. As for each corpus,
they are in the same language pair and domain, the feature used for training
includes only the length of translation request (number of words).

Results

We compare our two-phase selection in two situations:
• Using one MT system without selection: the results of Google, J-

Server, Web-transer, and YakushiteNet.
• Selecting MT systems with one evaluation method: the results of

BLEU selection, NIST selection, WER selection, and METEOR se-
lection.

The adequacy by human evaluation has been provided by one evalua-
tion method selection. Firstly, within the same domain, different evaluation
methods will show very different results. For example, for NTT corpus
(Japanese-to-English), the results of four evaluation methods are almost the
same (around 3.90). But, for Tanaka corpus, the NIST evaluation method
gets the highest adequacy (3.40), while WER gets much lower adequacy
(2.30). Still, mostly, each evaluation selection gains higher adequacy than
using one machine translation without selection, for BLEU selection gets
higher score (3.90) than any machine translation (3.65) (see Table 3.4). Sec-
ondly, the promotion by one evaluation method selection can not always be
explicit. For example, in the Japanese-to-Chinese translation of School cor-
pus, the adequacy promotion by one evaluation method selection, such as
BLEU (3.60), is not obvious in comparison to the highest machine transla-
tion J-Server (3.75) (see Table 3.5). Lastly, the two-phase strategy shows
the highest adequacy in each domain. For example, for Tanaka corpus re-
quests, two-phase strategy shows higher adequacy (3.50) than NIST selec-
tion (3.40). Even though sometimes, certain evaluation method selection
like WER, does not produce as high adequacy as the best machine transla-
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tion like J-Server, it produces better results than the worst machine transla-
tion. Thus, after the selection of evaluation methods, we not only prevent
that poor situation of certain evaluation method, but also get a chance to
promote translation adequacy. But, it has to train the decision tree for each
domain in the first, which costs a lot. We will test on training only once for
requests from mixed domains in the next experiment.
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Figure 3.8: Correlation coefficient of machine translation selections

3.4.3 Experiment II: Dynamic Translation Requests

For a more complex situation, the user will dynamically send translation
requests of different domains, and the training of decision tree is needed
only for once.

Training for Two-Phase Selection

We randomly divide all the 500 pairs into 2 groups, with 250 pairs in each
group. We only use the one group for this training two-phase MT selection,
and leave one group for testing. As they are from different domains and
language pairs, the feature set includes language pair, domain, and length
of translation request (number of words).
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Table 3.4: Selection for translation requests in separate domain corpus

(Japanese to English) (comparing “using one machine translation without selection”,
“selecting machine translation with one evaluation method”, and “the proposed two-phase

machine translation selection”. 100 parallel text pairs are sampled for each domain.)
Domain of Service Average Evaluation Score Average
Requests Adequacy

BLEU NIST WER METEROR (Human)

NTT

Google 0.238 1.284 -0.915 0.336 3.40
J-Server 0.254 1.550 -0.727 0.372 3.65

Web-Transer 0.308 1.656 -0.706 0.433 3.50
Yakushitenet 0.196 1.161 -0.860 0.298 3.35

BLEU Selection 0.350 1.908 -0.623 0.464 3.85
NIST Selection 0.346 1.909 -0.621 0.461 3.90
WER Selection 0.346 1.909 -0.576 0.461 3.90

METEOR Selection 0.342 1.894 -0.603 0.467 3.90
Two-phase Strategy 0.277 1.459 -0.727 0.413 4.10

Medical

Google 0.127 0.879 -1.039 0.239 2.95
J-Server 0.263 1.393 -0.759 0.374 3.40

Web-Transer 0.161 1.224 -0.937 0.303 3.55
Yakushitenet 0.185 1.106 -0.915 0.261 3.30

BLEU Selection 0.282 1.457 -0.783 0.390 3.55
NIST Selection 0.282 1.457 -0.783 0.390 3.55
WER Selection 0.261 1.468 -0.721 0.354 3.75

METEOR Selection 0.278 1.521 -0.784 0.402 3.80
Two-phase Strategy 0.239 1.328 -0.795 0.372 4.15

Tanaka

Google 0.291 1.472 -0.791 0.379 2.40
J-Server 0.164 0.969 -1.070 0.299 3.00

Web-Transer 0.155 0.894 -1.108 0.272 2.80
Yakushitenet 0.184 1.042 -1.008 0.282 2.50

BLEU Selection 0.330 1.575 -0.776 0.412 3.10
NIST Selection 0.323 1.584 -0.813 0.415 3.40
WER Selection 0.311 1.460 -0.744 0.399 2.30

METEOR Selection 0.312 1.557 -0.843 0.431 3.00
Two-phase Strategy 0.225 1.223 -1.065 0.351 3.50

Results

The two-phase MT selection shows better adequacy even for this dynamic
requests, which is simulated by mixed corpora of different domains (here
are NTT corpus’s everyday life, medical, Tanaka corpus’s English textbook,
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Table 3.5: Selection for translation requests in separate domain corpus

(Japanese to Chinese) (comparing “using one machine translation without selection”,
“selecting machine translation with one evaluation method”, and “the proposed two-phase

machine translation selection”. 100 parallel text pairs are sampled for each domain.)
Domain of Service Average Evaluation Score Average
Requests Adequacy

BLEU NIST WER METEROR (Human)

School

Google 0.125 0.957 -1.086 0.209 3.15
J-Server 0.181 1.370 -0.860 0.266 3.75

Web-Transer 0.162 1.175 -0.959 0.250 3.30
BLEU Selection 0.173 1.173 -0.897 0.245 3.60
NIST Selection 0.191 1.501 -0.868 0.298 3.90
WER Selection 0.199 1.516 -0.835 0.302 4.05

METEOR Selection 0.206 1.488 -0.869 0.309 4.15
Two-phase Strategy 0.185 1.363 -0.860 0.269 4.20

Disaster

Google 0.128 0.936 -0.982 0.186 2.50
J-Server 0.130 1.159 -0.889 0.231 3.25

Web-Transer 0.149 1.164 -0.897 0.219 3.15
BLEU Selection 0.149 1.122 -0.903 0.216 3.20
NIST Selection 0.174 1.364 -0.897 0.269 3.15
WER Selection 0.137 1.205 -0.859 0.227 3.00

METEOR Selection 0.176 1.357 -0.892 0.270 3.25
Two-phase Strategy 0.145 1.124 -0.901 0.222 3.35

school guidance, and disaster handbook). We use mixed corpus as dynamic
translation requests, to test how this two-phase MT selection works. From
the results (see Table 3.6), our way still got better average adequacy, com-
pared to one evaluation method’s selection. Firstly, for the dynamic trans-
lation request, the adequacy of mixed corpus by each machine translation,
is not as high as the adequacy of easy translation domain, but it is indeed
better than the difficult translation domain like Disaster corpus. For exam-
ple, for the BLEU selection, average adequacy of mixed corpora (3.38) is
not as good as NTT corpus (3.85), but is better than Disaster corpus (3.20).
Secondly, the proposed two-phase strategy gets better adequacy (3.62) than
the maximum of single evaluation method selection (3.45).

We also calculate the coefficient, both Pearson correlation coefficient
and Spearman rank correlation coefficient, which represents correlation of
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Table 3.6: Selection for dynamic translation requests in five domain
corpora

(comparing “using one machine translation without selection”, “selecting machine
translation with one evaluation method”, and “the proposed two-phase machine
translation selection”. 250 parallel text pairs are sampled from five domains.)

Domain of Service Average Evaluation Score Average
Requests Adequacy

BLEU NIST WER METEROR (Human)

Dynamic

Google 0.158 0.980 -1.036 0.231 2.85
J-Server 0.133 1.012 -1.037 0.227 3.36

Web-Transer 0.149 0.939 -0.946 0.260 3.33
BLEU Selection 0.219 1.335 -0.845 0.332 3.43
NIST Selection 0.217 1.415 -0.821 0.327 3.38
WER Selection 0.203 1.349 -0.814 0.314 3.41

METEOR Selection 0.218 1.315 -0.861 0.335 3.45
Two-phase strategy 0.183 1.187 -1.017 0.259 3.62

these evaluation method selection with human evaluation (see Figure 3.8).
For each single evaluaiton method selection, we only count in the selected
translation results and its evaluation score and its human adequacy score.
For the two-phase strategy, first we process the human adequacy score with
equation (3.5), then we calculate the correlation of our assessment score and
this processed score. Compared with the single evaluation method selection,
the proposed way got better Pearson correlation coefficient (0.42), and better
Spearman rank correlation coefficient (0.39).

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Scalability of the Proposed Architecture

Current deployment of the proposed architecture is on small scale, and the
experiment results in the last section have only four machine translation
results, two language pairs, and four evaluation methods. We would like
to make a larger scale of deployment, without the limitation of available
human evaluation, and that’s why we choose Japanese related translation
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requests. Actually, because of the unpredictable characteristics of machine
translation, even with a large scale of data, it is hard to make perfect pre-
diction of translation quality of the new translation requests. That is the
same reason for the users to prefer to treat the machine translation as an im-
perfect black box. Based on this consideration, the controllable and small
scale data will also show the problems of helping the users take advantage
of multiple evaluation methods to pick out a machine translation. From
this small data, the unpredictable feature of machine translations is obvi-
ous. The imperfect parts of current evaluation methods are showed, such
as with the Tanaka corpus as requests, WER evaluation method based se-
lection produces lower adequacy than single J-Server machine translation
(see Table 3.4). But, our design is loosely based on the available evaluation
methods or machine translation systems. It is designed to automatically
take advantage of available resources. Then, try to adapt to applications
by selecting the evaluation method in the first place, so as to use a better
evaluation method to bring better translation quality. Thus, the proposed
architecture is not limited to this small scale.

Currently, with the development of the federation of Language
Grid [Ishida, 2011], and the development of evaluation packages like Stan-
ford Phrasal [Cer et al., 2010b], the large scale of machine translations will
be available through Language Grid service register. Then, our design
would like to be an interface for the users to access to the world’s machine
translations.

3.5.2 Challenging Issues

There are limitations of current evaluation methods not only on efficiency,
but also on automation. The preparation of reference is a tough issue for au-
tomatic evaluation. When there are not many parallel texts, there is no other
choice but the round-trip translation way (see Figure 3.5), which is contro-
versial in terms of efficiency. Firstly, we provide the parallel text service,
which allows the user to provide their own parallel text service from scratch.
Secondly, our design is still meaningful in that we do not bind it to certain
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evaluation methods. When there are breakthroughs of new evaluation meth-
ods, it can be registered to the proposed architecture. Lastly, in view of cur-
rent usage of machine translations, either human-aided machine translation,
or machine-aided human translation [Hutchins, 2005], human interaction is
often the choice for higher quality. We can add human interaction to round-
trip translation way, which is often in use in certain machine-assisted human
translation, for example, the application of BLEU to reduce manual post-
editing in machine assisted translation domains [Sankaran et al., 2012]. In
such application, our proposal will be a good choice, because of the avail-
ability, quality promotion, and selection assessment goal of our proposal.

There are no standardized and generally accepted interfaces of all the
machine translations and evaluation methods. Though we use unique
interfaces for the wrapped machine translation services and evaluation
method services, an international standard of such interfaces will indeed
help. Linguistic service ontologies have been proposed for Language ser-
vice [Klein, 2004, Ishida, 2011]. When the standards of language service
ontology description are created and widely accepted, the users will benefit
from these online services.

3.6 Conclusion

We examine current machine translations and evaluation methods from the
users’ view. We proposed a two-phase MT service selection architecture for
the machine translation users. Because of the convenient availability and
flexible applicability, many more MT translation systems pop out. Based
on Language Grid platform, the machine translations and evaluation meth-
ods are wrapped as services. We proposed to automatically select a proper
evaluation methods for better machine translations in this two-phase archi-
tecture. In the first phase, we import multiple evaluation methods, analyze
features of translation requests, and find a proper evaluation method using
decision tree. This data-driven method helps the users dynamically adapt
multiple evaluation methods for application, other than make use of single
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evaluation. In the second phase, the MT services and the selected evaluation
method are invoked through Language Grid platform, then the evaluation
results are calculated, the best translation is selected, and the assessment of
selection is informed.

We deployed the architecture with four machine translations and four
evaluation methods. Dynamic translation requests are simulated from five
domains, and translated them into two languages. Two experiments were
finished. When trained for each domain, the evaluation methods were se-
lected according to the length of request by decision tree. When trained for
mixed domains, two more features include languages and domains. Both
experiments showed that the proposed architecture would increase the sum
of translation quality of all the requests, in comparison to the use of single
evaluation method.

Above all, we took advantage of multiple evaluation methods, designed
and implemented the proposed MT service selection architecture, and cal-
culated the assessment of MT service selection. Our experience showed that
our proposed strategy had gained better translation quality than just using
single evaluation method.
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Chapter 4

Scenario Description for Domain
Resources Integration

Users have to customize machine translation for integrating local domain
resources for higher accurate machine translation. From the perspective
of non-computing professional users in multilingual communication, flexi-
ble interface for integrating domain resources for different topics is needed.
This chapter designs an interactive interface for users to flexibly compose
domain resource services and machine translation services for customizing
machine translations for different topics [Shi et al., 2012a].

4.1 Introduction

When a multilingual communication has been planned between two mono-
linguals, the communication designer, who want to monitor the communica-
tion, has to consider providing a certain translation system for this multilin-
gual communication. Nowadays, machine translators become increasingly
popular, because of cheaper cost, higher speed, and better availability. The
inaccurate translation will be the barrier for machine translation mediated
multilingual communication. Thus, the communication designer has to pay
attention to how to provide accurate translation.
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Generally, a multilingual communication falls into its task related do-
main [Bangalore et al., 2006]. Without integrating the domain resource,
general machine translators cannot provide acceptable translation accuracy.
In the traditional view, promotion of translation accuracy is transparent to
the translation users. Here, taking the perspective of the designer, we focus
on how to help accuracy promotion. Through a pyramid view of the trans-
lation environment, we check the translation systems, which are proper for
the task-oriented multilingual communication . The translation environment
of task-oriented translation involves tasks, human and translation functions.
Accordingly, a translation system involves the machine translation func-
tion, domain relationship (task domain), and human effort. From down to
top, the provided translation accuracy is increasing, while the automation is
decreasing. The base is general machine translation, mainly the rule-based,
statistical, example-based, and hybrid. The top is human experts translation.
For the upper of this pyramid, human effort is more user-oriented and it is
more domain related. Above the general machine translation, there are the
domain related machine translations. Below the human expert translation,
the computer-assisted translation and human-assisted machine translation
are two main types. Both types need human-machine interaction. Accord-
ing to the role of the designer, who has the information of task related do-
main resources, we propose a human-assisted machine translation using the
scenario as interaction.

Considering the ways to integrate domain resources, there are two ex-
isting directions to realize integration. The first direction is the domain
adaptation for machine translation system [Bertoldi and Federico, 2009,
Wu et al., 2008, Koehn and Schroeder, 2007, Sankaran et al., 2012]. The
starting point is exploiting domain resources (bilingual dictionary or text) to
adapt existent machine translators, which needs special training of domain
resources. The other direction is the domain act based interlingual machine
translation [Levin et al., 1998, Levin et al., 2002, Schultz et al., 2006]. Its
key point is creating an expressive but simple interlingua, which is based
on speech act analysis in this specific domain. It will bridge the source
language message to the target language through extracted rules. However,
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from the perspective of a designer, both directions of accuracy promotion
are heavy weight and costly. The former needs a large amount of train-
ing domain resources. We cannot a communication designer to finish the
training, which is allowed only under the instructions technical developers.
The latter needs many manual notations of domain acts, such as speech acts
types, parameters, and exceptions. Obviously, it is not possible for a de-
signer to finish either of them on his or her own. A simple way is needed
that would allow a designer to integrate the domain resources. Based on the
interaction between the designer and the machine translator, we propose a
lightweight task-oriented translation for the multilingual communication.

Thus, from the designer’s perspective, we proposed a light-weight
translation system, and it is based on service composition sce-
nario [Shi et al., 2012a]. Because scenario is a synoptical sketch of further
possible actions, it is a proper light-weight description of the overall infor-
mation for interaction. Here, a language service composition scenario is
designed for a light-weight description of interaction between the designer
and the target translation system integrating domain resources.

4.2 Interaction for Accuracy Promotion

Language service composition techniques provide an alternative way to take
advantage of domain resources, such as the bilingual dictionary or parallel
text.

4.2.1 Language Services for In-Domain Resources Inte-
gration

Language Grid allows wrapping domain resources into atomic language
services [Ishida, 2011], such as the dictionary service, and the parallel
text service. The main categories of language services include machine
translator, dictionary, parallel text, morphological analyzer, and depen-
dency parser. Not only Each category has multiple existing services, and
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it allows end-user to create atomic services from domain resources us-
ing a Web-based interface1. On the other hand, it allows the composition
of language services as integration of domain resources. For example, a
dictionary-translator composition service combines dictionary service, ma-
chine translator, and morphological analyzer to provide better translation
accuracy [Bramantoro et al., 2010]. Also, the selection among multiple ma-
chine translation results helps accuracy promotion [Shi et al., 2012c]. Thus,
with light-weight interaction, language service composition techniques will
integrate domain resources to promote translation accuracy.

However, this language service composition technique has limitation on
the polysemy and execution time. When the same word has different mean-
ings in different domain, then different domain dictionaries will have con-
flict. Moreover, it is not very fast when combining dictionary service and
machine translator service. Thus, it is necessary to choose proper domain
dictionary services, parallel text services, and machine translator services as
candidates rather than composition of all available language services.

4.2.2 Designer’s Contribution to In-Domain Resources
Integration

For a multilingual campus orientation example, a teacher from a univer-
sity’s student office wants to help foreign parents build an image of the
university, and the teacher wants to plan multilingual communication al-
lowing native volunteers to help those foreign parents eagerly. In this mul-
tilingual communication, this teacher can be viewed as the designer. Ac-
cording to the teacher’s previous experience, the important information is
divided into two topics: legal procedures and student life. When the gen-
eral translator Google Translate was used, the communication history of
Japanese-to-English campus orientation showed that, the untranslated or
mistranslated messages because of lacking domain resources were counted
(see Table. 4.1). The domain resources include location address name, or

1http://langrid.org/
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educational organization names, etc.

Table 4.1: Due to lacking domain resources, inaccurate translation exists in
Google Translate mediated campus-orientation multilingual

communication

Topics
Inaccurate Translation
of General Translator

(number of messages) Google Translate
campus orientation (51) all 13 inaccurate words.

1 legal procedure (22) 7 inaccurate words
1) office (14) of location address.
2) warning (8)

2 student life (29) 8 inaccurate words
1) tuition (9) of location address,
2) class schedule (11) medical glossary,
3) health check (9) and office name.

Meanwhile, this teacher has collected the domain resources, such as
bilingual dictionary and bilingual text. Assuming the designer owns the
knowledge of the domain resources, with the online tools from Language
Grid, the designer, who is non-computing professional, can wrap domain
resources into the language services. Then, a proper interaction is necessary
for taking advantage of those language services. Here, this teacher needs to
interact to make sure mapping dictionary services of location address name,
or office names to proper topics. We design a scenario description to realize
this interaction.

4.2.3 Scenario as Designer’s Interaction

A scenario is a proper way for a designer to tell the topics that are likely
to be raised in the designed task and the language service candidates in-
tegrated domain resources (see Figure 4.1). The content of task-oriented
communication can be partitioned into sub-topics [Bangalore et al., 2006].
To succeed in task-oriented translation, higher accurate translations of each
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topic are preferred. Meanwhile, language service composition techniques
are applied to support scenario description. Thus, the designer will describe
the scenario as the interaction for integrating the domain resources.

describes

has content

supported by

aims at

TopicsScenario
In-domain Resources 

Integration

Designer’s Interaction to 

Machine Translator 

Language Service 

Composition Techniques

Figure 4.1: Role of a scenario in the machine translation mediated
communication

Then, we design a scenario from the designer as a description of map-
ping of the proper language services to the planned target topics (see Fig-
ure 4.2). On the one hand, the topic structure, which is the sequence of sub-
topics, obviously affects the scenario description. On the other hand, with
each detected topic, the goal is to map each topic with the proper resource
wrapped language services according to the designer’s knowledge and ex-
perience. Based on the existing research on the selection and composition of
language services, it is able to select among several functionally-equivalent
language services according to the accuracy or other quality of service
(QoS) properties, such as the response time or the cost [Lin et al., 2010].

For a campus orientation communication example, there are two fixed
sequence topics: legal procedure and student life. The legal procedure topic
has two sub-topics: office (tx1) and warning (tx2) (see Figure 4.2). For the
first sub-topic, Google Translate can be used (as Sy11). Foreign life parallel
text can also be used (as Sy12). For simplicity, we can track certain keyword
“notice” to detect the second sub-topic. For the second sub-topic, Google
can still be one of the choices (as Sy21). Furthermore, a city location dictio-
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Figure 4.2: Scenario description aims at mapping proper language services
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nary (as Sy22) can be helpful. Then, we need to select the translation result
among multiple translations or combine dictionary service and translator
service for each sub-topic (Sy12 and Sy12 for tx1, Sy21 and Sy22 for tx2).

From the reuse angle, different communication tasks might share top-
ics or available language services. A topic that has already been configured
and categorized, can be reused by the designer. Moreover, the mapped lan-
guage services can also be reused, especially when they have been mapped
by former designers. Thus, the potential topics and available language ser-
vices can be maintained and reused. For example, given configured topics
{t1, t2, . . . , tm} and language services {s1,s2, . . . ,sn}, the duty of a designer
will be to choose the proper topics {tx1, tx2, tx3, tx4} and proper language ser-
vices {sy11,sy12, . . .}).

The role of a scenario was explained above. In the following, we show
how communication designers describe a scenario in detail, and how to re-
alize this scenario-based machine translation.
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4.3 Scenario Description for Interaction

We propose a scenario description language for the designer to describe the
interaction of mapping the language services to the potential topics.

4.3.1 Scenario Description Language for Interaction

It is probable that designers are non-computer professional, who will not
handle programming concept or programming syntax. Thus, this scenario
description language has to be declarative, which is simple to interpret, and
easy to write. Thus, we propose a prolog-like declarative script language,
Scenario Description (SDL) Language. Its Backus-Naur Form (BNF) defi-
nition is described later in this chapter. There are three parts: topic structure,
language services, and property requirements.

Topic Structure Description

We design <topic-forest> syntax for the designer to describe a topic struc-
ture. Generally, there are two types of topic sequences: fixed and dynamic.
For example, the medical reception for foreigners is a typical fixed se-
quence. With regards to dynamic sequences, remote fault diagnosis has
unfixed topics, because different faults are encountered. For the fixed se-
quence topics, it is easy to detect topics through techniques such as tracking
and segmenting boundary. For the dynamic, it requires classification or
searching according to the features, such as the comparable texts or key-
words to detect the current topic [Shen et al., 2006]. Here, a topic forest
will describe either fixed or dynamic topic. Its BNF description of <topic-
forest> is:

<topic-forest>::= <topic-forest><topic-tree> | <topic-tree>.
<topic-tree>::= <topic>‘:=’ <topic-list>.
<topic-list>::= <topic> | <topic-list>, <topic>.
<topic>::= <topic-name>(<service-variable>, <requirement-variable>).
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The topics of different grain levels and their sequence are depicted by
a topic forest <topic-forest>. Firstly, the precedence of fixed sequence
topics is depicted by sequence list. The fixed topic sequence can be well
depicted by topic tree <topic-tree>. The dynamic topic sequence will be
depicted as a set of fixed topics, or a topic forest. Secondly, the granularity
of sub-topics is described by the designer according to his/her knowledge of
available resources. Here, the parent-child link, depicted by ‘:=’ mark, will
be used for sub-topics description. Finally, each sub-topic will be combined
with a service variable and a requirement variable.

Language Service Composition Description

To map each topic with language services, the designer not only needs to
prepare the candidate language services, but also point out the usage of lan-
guage services. Currently, there are mainly two types of language service
composition techniques: service selection [Shi et al., 2012c] and compo-
sition [Bramantoro et al., 2010]. Atomic language services, wrapping do-
main resources, include dictionary (dict), parallel text (para). When sev-
eral candidate services are chosen to be mapped to a certain topic <topic-
name>, a service variable <service-variable> will represent those candi-
dates <candidates>. Then, the language service selection is depicted by
the mark ‘|’, while the composition of the dictionaries and translator, are
depicted by mark ‘+’. Moreover, the types of dictionary services and paral-
lel text services are marked with ‘-dict’ and ‘-para’ respectively

<services>::= <service> |<services><service>.
<service>::= <service-variable>‘:=’ <candidates>.
<candidates>::= <service-name> | <candidates>‘|’ <service-name>.

<service-name>::= <atomic-name> | <service-name>‘+’ <atomic-name>.

For example, “foreign-life-para | google+city-dict” represents selecting
between parallel text (foreign-life is its service identification) and the com-
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position of translator (google) and dictionary (city).

Language Service Property Requirements

Property requirements are references for selecting language service accord-
ing to not only the accuracy but also other properties, such as the response
time and the price cost. The multiple properties way is quality of service
(QoS) based service selection [Yu et al., 2007]. The default property of lan-
guage services is translation accuracy. The BLEU score, an automatic ma-
chine translation evaluation score, is often used as the metric of accuracy
property [Shi et al., 2012c]. With more selection preferences on response
time or price cost, the designer has to provide this <requirement-variable>,
which is mapped to a topic <topic-name>.

<requirements>::= <requirements><requirement> | <requirement>.
<requirement>::= <requirement-variable>‘:=’ <constraint-list>.
<constraint-list>::= <constraint>|<constraint-list>, <constraint>.
<constraint>::= <property-name><operator><value>.

Then, each <requirement-variable> is depicted as a list of constraints
<constraint-list> on multiple language service properties, and each con-
straint is a value limitation on one property.

Campus Orientation Example

The student office teacher wants to plan the task of campus orientation com-
munication, and the example script of scenario description is provided (see
Figure 4.3). It includes two fixed sequenced topics, legal procedure and
student life . They are noted as two top-grained topics, each of which has
low-grained sub-topics. Here, office and warning are the low-grained sub-
topics of legal procedure. Each sub-topic is mapped with a variable of lan-
guage services. For example, the topic office is mapped with Serv1, which
is selection among parallel text service foreign-life-para and two composi-
tion google+city-dict and j-server+city-dict. Besides the default accuracy
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1 campus_orientation(_, QosCo):= 

2 legal_procedure(_, _), student_life(_, _).

3 legal_procedure(_, _):= 

4 office(Serv1, _), warning(Serv2, _).

5 student_life(_, _):= 

6 tuition(Serv3, _), class_schedule(Serv4, _), 

7 health_check(Serv5, _).

8 Serv1:= foreign-life-para |  google + city-dict | 

9 j-server + city-dict .

10 Serv2:= crime-disaster-para |  google + city-dict |  

11 j-server + city-dict .

12 Serv3:= school-life-para |  google + edu-dict | 

13 j-server + edu-dict .

14 Serv4:= google + edu-dict |  j-server + edu-dict.

15 Serv5:= medic-para |  google + city-dict + medic-dict | 

16 j-server + city-dict + medic-dict .

17 QosCo:= cost = 0 .

Figure 4.3: Script of scenario description for the campus orientation task
( “-para”: parallel text; “-dict”: dictionary; “+”: language service
composition of dictionary and translator; “|”: language service

selection;“ ”: empty combination )

property, a requirement of price cost is also noted that the language ser-
vices should be free. Here, the root topic campus orientation is mapped
QosCo, which is depicted as zero cost. Finally, all the variables, Serv[1-5]
and QosCo, are concreted by the designer (see Figure 4.3).

4.3.2 Architecture

We propose an architecture to realize such scenario-based mechanism for
task-oriented communication (see Figure 4.4). We start with the participants
in this communication task: designer and communication subjects.
• Designer: with a clear image of planned topics within this task and

information of domain resources. The designer has the duty of inte-
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Figure 4.4: Architecture of scenario based language service composition

grating domain resources to raise translation accuracy, which is es-
sential for fluent multilingual communication. Note that the designer
is likely to be a non-computing-professional, so a simple interaction
is preferred.
• Communication subjects: as the subjects in the communication task,

the sender need to finish the planned topics to transfer task informa-
tion to the receiver. They have the freedom to react with each other
and elaborate on the topic content. Otherwise, a bilingual question-
and-answer (QA) system will be chosen, rather than the task-oriented
translation. In particular, the receiver will provide feedback based on
his or her own understanding. Then, the receiver will be informed
of the status of understanding, and provide further information as
needed. However, they will face the problem of poor translation,
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which breaks the communication circle, wears down subjects’ effort,
and hurts the subjects’ enthusiasm. On the other handle, the higher
accuracy will promote the communication fluency.

The inner function model includes three main components: topic detection,
compiler and interpreter, language service selection and composition (see
Figure 4.4).
1) Topic detection: it locates topics in the source messages from the sender.

The categories of topics are the output of the Compiler and Interpreter
component. The content of the detected topic will be translated by
mapped language services. We implement this function by simply
tracking appointed keywords for fixed topics, or classifying keywords
for dynamic topics. For complex situations, existing research can be
used [Allan, 2002].

2) Compiler and interpreter: based on the syntax (see Section 4.3.1), the
scenario description script, which is depicted by the designer, will be
compiled and interpreted into the topics, language services, and property
requirements. We use SWI-Prolog2 for compiling and interpreting the
declarative interface language, which is easy.

3) Language service selection and composition: based on service selection
and composition techniques, the most appropriate translation of the de-
tected topic content will be deduced. After interpretation, the require-
ments on language service are interpreted to yield quality of service
(QoS) constraints. For each detected topic, the source message is the
input, the property requirements and the candidate language services are
constraints and translation candidates. It accesses the language grid plat-
form and returns the translation results. With the default accuracy based
selection and quality requirements (time or cost) based selection, the se-
lected translation result will be the output, and sent to the receiver. We
make use of a Grid client, which invokes language services according to
the input of service name and parameters. Moreover, various language
services can be managed through the Language Grid platform.

2http://www.swi-prolog.org/
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4.3.3 Interaction Process of Designer

The two-step process of interaction will be made by the designer to make
both ends of language services and topics meet.
• First, the designer wraps available domain resources into language

services, and registers potential topics by keywords and sequences. If
in a reuse condition, the designer can locate the most related services
and topics, and update them for the current task.
• Second, the designer describes the scenario script to map planned top-

ics with language services wrapped domain resources. The scenario
described for this multilingual communication task includes the topic
structure, mapped language services, and property requirements (see
Section 4.3.1).

Afterwards, the subjects will benefit from the scenario-based task-
oriented translation.

4.4 Case Study

We provide a case study of Japanese-English campus orientation commu-
nication, we check the interaction process of designer and domain resource
integration.

4.4.1 Interaction Process for Designer

According to the two-step interaction process of designer, domain resources
are wrapped into services. In this case, with the language grid platform, the
designer can manually wrap the domain dictionary service and parallel text
service. For example, the designer can manually create and edit a Japanese-
English city dictionary of location address names. After the language ser-
vices are wrapped, the scenario script will be provided by the designer. In
this case, the scenarios script is provided with reuse of the wrapped city
dictionary (see Figure 4.3).
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4.4.2 Domain Resource Integration

To determine the usage of domain resources, we counted the number of
sentences translated by Parallel Text, Dictionary and Translator in each leaf
topic. The ratios of the number of sentences were determined (see Figure
4.5). The Parallel Text and Dictionary services, wrapped versions of domain
resources, improved the translation accuracy. For example, in the topic of-
fice, the contribution of Parallel Text is obvious (see Figure 4.6), and the
scenario-based composite service has much higher adequacy than Google
or J-Server. The default QoS property is the BLUE score based on the back-
translation [Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009], and it will be used for selecting the
best translation result.

campus orientation
legal procedure student life

office warning tuition class schedule health check
Parallel Text Dictionary Machine Translator

Figure 4.5: Ratio of the number of messages translation in each leaf topic
(Parallel Text, Dictionary and Translator)

Two concrete messages are described here, see Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7
for warning topic and health check topic respectively (see Figure 4.3). The
former requires the use of parallel text. Here crime-disaster-para parallel
text service provides the Japanese-English sentence pairs. The Japanese
sender in the orientation task can use it for communication, and the English
sentence will be sent to the English receiver. Obviously, parallel texts have
higher adequacy than Google or J-Server outputs (see Figure 4.6). Here,
the adequacy is a five-level (5:, 4:, 3:, 2:, 1:) human evaluation score of
the translation accuracy. The latter shows how the dictionary can raise the
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4         office(Serv1, _), warning(Serv2, _).

10 Serv2:= crime-disaster-para |  google + city-dict |  

11         j-server + city-dict .

òÈ°�MÔ¼âñ÷±Þ¼�@ûÿ/

Pûm"�åúÔ�ÖûçößðåÔ¹

city-dict

NO RESULT

google

To drugs such as marijuana, please do not lay a 
hand on an absolute curiosity and with a light heart.

j-server 

Please make sure that the cannabis won't be
involved in medicine by any means by
curiosity and light feeling.

crime-disaster-para

DO NOT USE drugs such as marijuana 
under any circumstance. 

Scenario-Based

DO NOT USE drugs
such as marijuana
aunder any circumstance.

(adequacy:4)

+
+

++

J-Server

Please make sure that
the cannabis won't be
involved in medicine
by any means by
curiosity and light
feeling.

(adequacy:3)

Google

To drugs such as 
marijuana, please do not 
lay a hand on an 
absolute curiosity and 
with a light heart.

(adequacy:3)

+ Composition Start + Composition End
Selection

evaluation

Figure 4.6: Integrating parallel text through selection
(warning topic)

adequacy of translation. This is because the street name Higashioji street
name is not one word for either Google or J-Server translation. If the city-
dict is used, it will not be improperly cut, and the rest sentence parts are not
mistranslated. The results of the multi-hop composition service demonstrate
its superior adequacy compared to either Google composition or J-Server
composition (see Figure 4.7).

To compare the accuracy promotion after the integration of the domain
resources, we calculate the average adequacy of the messages by Google,
J-Server, and the proposed scenario (see Table 4.2). It is obvious that the
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7         health_check(Serv5, _).

15 Serv5:= medic-para |  google + city-dict + medic-dict | 

16 j-server + city-dict + medic-dict .

±ÛSTÿ¸�Û�SÆþ¾±°û�û

Ñ~ç¸STSÆøç��öÔ�¹

city-dict

¾±°û : Higashioji street

google

University Hospital, exist at the site of on the 
premises of Faculty of Medicine, has been 
called the hospital campus.

j-server 

A university hospital exists in the
side of the medical school premises, and is
called hospital premises.

medic-para

NO RESULT

Scenario-Based

University Hospital, exist at
the site of Higashioji street
on the premises of Faculty
of Medicine, has been
called the hospital campus.

(adequacy:4)

+ +

++

J-Server

A university hospital 
exists in the University 
of Tokyo Rotsu side of 
the medical school 
premises, and is called 
hospital premises.

(adequacy:3)

Google

University Hospital is present 
at the side of the campus 
through Higashioji School of 
Medicine, has been called the 
hospital campus.

(adequacy:3)

+ Composition Start + Composition End Selection

evaluation

city-dict

NO RESULT

Figure 4.7: Integrating dictionary through composition
(health check topic)

proposed scenario gained higher adequacy score (3.8) than either Google or
J-Server machine translator. Thus, the accuracy is promoted by the proposed
scenario strategy of integration of the domain resources.

Finally, note that the topics are stored in the topic database. When plan-
ning another related communication task, we can easily find and reuse use-
ful topics; for example, the topic office in the “campus orientation” task can
be used in other similar tasks like “school history introduction”.
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Table 4.2: Average adequacy of translated messages by Google, J-Server
and scenario description based language service composition

Google J-Server Scenario Description based
Language Service Composi-
tion

2.8 2.9 3.8

4.5 Discussion

Before concluding, we want to consider the scalability and limitation of
the proposed scenario. Only one case study has been provided here, but
the proposed scenario way is applicable to other multilingual communica-
tion, especially in some low-cost short-term international cooperations. On
the one hand, the language service composition has been used for multilin-
gual communication in multilingual games, student interactions, and educ-
tion [Ishida, 2011]. On the other hand, the role of the designer is to describe
the language service composition scenario in order to actively improve flu-
ency of the multilingual communication. Through globalization, an increas-
ing number of volunteers will experience internal cooperation. Thus, coop-
eration planners are welcomed. For example, a non-profit group organized
volunteer Japanese agriculture experts to help Vietnamese farmers and agri-
culture students to collect bilingual dictionaries through Japanese-English-
Vietnamese mapping. With the task requirement and available domain re-
sources, the proposed scenario would be welcomed by those designers to
plan short-term multilingual communication tasks.

Meanwhile, some limitations of our scenario should also be noted.
Firstly, language service composition takes a longer online time to finish
several language services. That is also one of the reasons why the sce-
nario description is needed, because it is too costly to invoke free combi-
nation of available language services. Secondly, the scenario description
needs designers’ experience or understanding of both communication top-
ics and available language services. Still, considering integrating domain
resources, the proposed scenario will be convenient for designers to provide
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a lightweight task-oriented translation.

4.6 Conclusion

We proposed a light-weight approach for designers to integrate domain re-
sources so as to raise translation accuracy in task-oriented machine transla-
tion. Based on existing techniques (topic detection and QoS-based language
service selection and composition), we conducted scenario-based interac-
tion design, and provided a simple declarative scenario description language
for the communication designer.

By using the simple scenario language, a designer can easily combine
the topics of communication tasks with domain resources. Language Grid
provides tools to conveniently wrap domain resources into dictionary ser-
vice and parallel text service. With the services of domain resources avail-
able, and the SDL program script of composition scenario from the designer,
QoS based language service selection and composition will be executed
yielding more accurate translation results.

By using our architecture, it is easy to take advantage of existing lan-
guage services on the Language Grid platform, refer to and reuse already
configured topics and language services, and automatically select proper
language services.

Finally, our case study of campus orientation task showed the translation
accuracy can be raised through integrating domain resources.
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Chapter 5

Interactivity Solution for Repair
Translation Errors

Users have to improve translation quality for complementing low quality
machine translation. From the perspective of non-experts machine transla-
tion users, the notification of translation errors and motivation of repairs are
needed. The chapter proposes interactions between translation system and
users to make users aware of machine translation quality and suggest users
to conduct repairs, which becomes possible with the ability of evaluating
translation quality by translation system [Shi et al., 2013].

5.1 Introduction

In view of the fact that machine translation errors cannot be ignored in ma-
chine translation mediated communication. We propose to shift from the
transparent-channel metaphor to the human-interpreter (agent) metaphor.
The agent metaphor was originally introduced by [Ishida, 2006a], in which
interactivity is suggested as a new goal of the machine translator. Interac-
tivity is the machine initiated interaction among the communication partici-
pants; it represents the ability to take positive actions to improve grounding
and to negotiate meaning [Ishida, 2006a, Ishida, 2010]. Different from the
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traditional metaphor of machine translation as a transparent channel, inter-
activity makes it clear that translation errors are to be treated as channel
noise.

In this chapter, we propose an implementation of the agent metaphor for
better interactivity. Interactivity is influenced strongly by the translation en-
vironment. Most translation environments involve the translation function
and the user [Carl et al., 2002]. First, we have to mention the two char-
acteristics of complex machine translation. One is the variable quality of
machine translator output. The other is that, two messages expressing the
same information can have widely different translation quality by the same
machine translator. Second, in the transparent channel metaphor, the active-
ness of the user is ignored. Activeness plays an important role in interac-
tivity. For example, certain people get better translation results than others
because they are able to modify expressions to suit the characteristic of that
machine translator. Thus, we need careful designs to promote interactivity.

We start by examining the machine translation of task-oriented dialogs.
We list the typical translation errors leading to miscommunication. By an-
alyzing the interactivity that can eliminate those errors, we formalize the
requirements of an agent for encouraging interactivity. On one hand, the
agent needs to know the translation quality. On the other, the agent needs
to help the dialog participants adapt to the machine translator. Furthermore,
we provide details of the design of the agent metaphor, including its archi-
tecture, interaction, and functions. In order to evaluate our prototype, we
conduct an experiment on the multilingual tangram arrangement task. Next,
we summarize what has been learned before discussing the limitations and
implications of the current design.

5.2 Problems of Current Machine Translation
Mediated Communication

Generally speaking, a communication dialog can be tagged as task-oriented,
emotion-oriented, or both [Lemerise and Arsenio, 2000]. According to so-
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cial information process theory, emotion-oriented dialog involves not only
the cognitive process but also the emotion transfer process. Task-oriented
dialog mainly focuses on the acquisition of information in the task do-
main [Bangalore et al., 2006]. In machine translation of task-oriented di-
alogs, the accurate translation of concepts is the basis of successful infor-
mation transfer [Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a].

5.2.1 Multilingual Communication Task

As an example, we established several sessions of a concrete English-
Chinese communication task. The goal was the tangram arrangement task
in which an English participant instructs a Chinese participant to construct
a tangram object from seven shapes. Because of the geometric shapes, the
words and phrases mainly fall into the geometry domain. Google Trans-
late1, one of the most popular online machine translation services, was used
as the machine translator.

5.2.2 Communication Break Due to Translation Errors

Based on the observations made during these sessions, we analyzed the
communication breaks occasioned by translation errors. In one observation,
due to phrase concept mistranslation, the word “square” in the geometry
domain was translated into “plaza” of another domain, because the word
“square” is polysemous. The machine translator just provides the everyday
meaning of the word, but its true meaning depends on the task domain. In
the next observation, the mistranslated sentence is an imperative sentence
that requests the receiver to conduct an act (“put something someplace”).
The dialog participants often describe actions in imperative sentences, such
as requests and commands. Machine translators often fail to translate im-
perative sentences as well as declarative sentences. Another observation is
the mistranslation of inconsistent phrases (see Figure 5.1); the abbreviated
reference (“the light one”) is not translated accurately, and it is unnatural

1http://translate.google.com/
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to stick to exactly the same expression globally. Such inconsistency easily
leads to translation errors.

English Chinese

Machine 

Translator

Machine 

Translator

Machine 

Translator

translation (reference)

source

()

translation service

?
Put the light blue triangle 

and the dark blue triangle 

together so that they 

form a square.

6�¢´9��¼!¢

´9��X0§È¯���
@0Z�é�Ä(Put the 

light blue triangle and the 

dark blue triangle together so 

that they form a square.)Which one above, light 

blue or dark blue?

The light one.

�0ZX:��È�´

�_!´Û(Which one on 

the top, the light blue one or 

the dark blue one.)

ðxÈ�Û�What? Light 

beam?�

�Ä�Light beam.�

Figure 5.1: English-Chinese tangram arrangement communication
( the Chinese receives an inconsistent translated phrase and the

communication breaks. )

English
Chinese

Put the … the square.

Agent

(1)(2)

(3)

(4)

send

send

Dictionary

Machine Translator

square �é�

º;�´¯j?:´

ô¢9��Ä(Put the

yellow triangle on top

of the lower plaza?.)

source

() translation (reference)

language service

? translation error

Put the yellow triangle 

below the square.

º;�´�é�:´

ô¢9��Ä(Put the 

yellow triangle on top 

of the lower square.)º;�´…9��Ä

Figure 5.2: Interaction to handle inadequately translated phrase
( (1) check the feature that the word, “square”, has one-to-many dictionary

results. (2) suggest the sender select the correct concept. (3) the sender
chooses the target concept. (4) translate by the dictionary translator

composite machine translator. )

Analyzing miscommunication at the phrase, sentence, and dialog level is
popular in machine-mediated communication research [Kiesler et al., 1985,
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English

Chinese

Imperative Sentence

Agent

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Put the … yellow triangle.

The orange triangle is 

on the left side of the 

yellow triangle. The orange… is… triangle.

send

send

Morphological  analyzer

Machine Translator

º�¢9��´ô
¢9��´�×Ä?  

(Put the left of the 

yellow triangle of the 

orange triangle.?)

translation (reference)

source

()

language service

? translation error

Put the orange triangle 

to the left side of the 

yellow triangle.

�¢9��_ô¢9
��´�×Ä(The 

orange triangle is the 

left side of the yellow 

triangle.)�¢9��.._…´�×Ä

Figure 5.3: Interaction to handle mistranslated sentence
( (1) check the feature that it is an imperative sentence starting with a verb.

(2) suggest the sender rewrite the sentence into declarative version. (3)
rewrite the sentence. (4) translate by the machine translator. )

Table 5.1: Existing work on three levels and their corresponding
mistranslation problems

Level Existing Work Mistranslation
Phrase level Extract and highlight inaccurate words

[Miyabe et al., 2008], picture icons as
precise translation of basic concepts
[Song et al., 2011].

Inadequate

Sentence level Round-trip monolingual collaborative
translation of sentence [Hu, 2009,
Morita and Ishida, 2009a], Examine
back-translation for sentence level ac-
curacy check
[Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009].

Influent and in-
adequate

Dialog level Examine asymmetries in machine
translations
[Yamashita and Ishida, 2006b], Pre-
dict misconception due to unrecog-
nized translation errors
[Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a].

Inconsistent
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�¢´9��Ä

English
Chinese

Agent

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

The light blue triangle.

The light one.
send

send

Phrase Memory

Machine Translator

�Ä"��Light 

beam. ?�

The light one.

�¢´9�
�Ä(The light 

blue triangle.)

send

source

() translation (reference)

language service

? translation error

Figure 5.4: Interaction to handle inconsistently translated dialog
( (1) check the feature of similar phrases existing in previous dialog. (2)

suggest selection of appropriate previous phrase. (3) choose a replacement
of the previous phrase. (4) translate by the machine translator. )

Yamashita and Ishida, 2006a]. These three observations of machine trans-
lation errors are picked up according to these levels: phrase-level, sentence-
level, and dialog-level. Table 5.1 shows several existing work on examining
mistranslation problems, providing suggestions and strategies for improving
accuracy at each level. We summarize the mistranslation found in existing
works. It shows that mistranslation often happens and can lead to commu-
nication breaks.

5.3 Interactivity and Agent Metaphor

5.3.1 Accuracy and Interactivity

When translation errors cannot be ignored in MT-mediated communication,
the dialog participants can do nothing according to the transparent channel
metaphor of machine translation (see Figure 5.1). The responses open to
the machine translator fail to guarantee accuracy. If the dialog participants
are encouraged to collaborate to eliminate such translation errors, the goal
of the machine translator becomes to encourage interactivity. We studied
what forms of interactivity could eliminate the translation errors expected.
We replace the transparent channel model by introducing three interactions
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to eliminate translation errors (see Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4).
When a translation failure is detected, the interaction process (see Fig-

ure 5.5) consists of: (1) Agent’s effort to determine the feature of current
dialog, (2) Agent’s effort to suggest repair tips to the sender. Here, the hu-
man effort is referred to as “repair” as per machine translation mediated
communication [Ishida, 2010, Miyabe et al., 2008]. (3) Sender’s effort to
repair the failure. (4) Agent’s effort to translate the repaired message, and
output an acceptable translation result. Given that there are multiple re-
pair strategies, the agent has to decide the cause of the failure, send the
appropriate repair suggestion to the sender. Other types of repair strate-
gies, such as selecting phrases based on the prediction of available infor-
mation [Carl et al., 2002], rephrasing based on back-translation results and
sentence rewriting [Miyabe et al., 2008], can also be used.

Language 

Service
Sender Agent

Check Feature

Suggest Repair

Conduct Repair
Translate Message

Receiver

Unacceptable

Translation

Acceptable

Translation

(1)

(4)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5.5: Four steps of the interaction process for one repair strategy
( (1) Check Feature, (2) Suggest Repair, (3) Conduct Repair (Sender), and

(4) Translate Message. )

Obviously, if the agent can initiate a proper interactivity with dialog par-
ticipants, most translation errors will not be sent to the receiver. Still, we
have to mention that the sensibility of dialog participants does not neces-
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sarily lead to the elimination of translation errors, because of the unpre-
dictability of the machine translation function, and the uncertainty of the
human repair action. Thus, the interactivity between the agent and dialog
participants must be carefully designed to motivate participants by making
their actions easy, even for monolingual neophytes.

5.3.2 Agent Metaphor for Interactivity

Our case study showed that interactivity can eliminate most transla-
tion errors. Here, we discuss why the agent metaphor is needed to
establish such interactivity. Basically, there are two reasons for ap-
plying the agent metaphor: agent sophistication, and the role of the
agent [Jennings and Wooldridge, 1998]. In this study, the agent metaphor
offers flexible autonomous behavior and a decision support functionality.

Flexible Autonomous Behavior: Because MT-mediated communication
requires online translation and interactivity, a proactive agent has the abil-
ity to avoid unnecessary operations. For example, process protocol based
collaborative translation [Hu et al., 2011, Morita and Ishida, 2009a] will go
through the complete preset process flow, which is potentially inefficient.
An agent enables flexible autonomous behavior, which is much more effi-
cient.

Decision Support Functionality: Interaction will be triggered when
translation errors are detected. After that, many decisions, such as trans-
lation error candidates, repair suggestions or extra translation improvement
actions, need decision support functionality. A simple premise of this deci-
sion can be drawn from current translation quality. Through further design
enhancement, the agent metaphor will gather additional quality estimates or
information from the participants. Thus, the agent metaphor has to sense
the quality of current translations, build common consensus among dialog
participants, and pass proper repair suggestions to participants.
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5.4 Design of Agent

5.4.1 Architecture

Our translation agent is designed around three agent phases: observation,
decision, and action (see Figure 5.6).

notification, 

repair 

suggestion

Agent

Evaluation

Users

Planner Knowledge

Actions

Language 

Services

Action

Observation

Decision

translation

Figure 5.6: Architecture design of translation agent

Observation Phase

The goal is to discern the translation quality of each message. An eval-
uation module will fill this role. Popular evaluation methods such as
BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002], METEOR [Banerjee and Lavie, 2005], com-
pare the lexical similarity between the translation result and a stan-
dard reference to calculate an evaluation score. Other quality estima-
tion approaches, such as the set of quality features [Specia et al., 2010]
can be considered. Previous studies use back-translation to predict
potential translation errors [Hu et al., 2011, Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009,
Miyabe et al., 2008, Morita and Ishida, 2009a]. In this chapter, back-
translation and the BLEU method (maximum 3-gram, smoothed) are used
as a simple way to trigger interaction.
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Decision Phase

This phrase decides the actions to be taken. Here, a real time planner is
necessary, and a knowledge base is needed to keep experience and/or pol-
icy. The planner is critical to establishing autonomous behavior and deci-
sion support. Two important facts should be mentioned here. One is that the
agent needs the ability to process the dialog in real time. The other is that
the activities of the dialog participants will provide uncertain results. This is
because the participants might have limited ability to generate correct repair
actions or the machine translation quality of each message is unpredictable.
Accordingly, the planner should provide online planning and decision sup-
port to counter this uncertainty. The knowledge base will save and allow
access to experience and policy.

Action Phase

Three types of actions are needed. First, to help the dialog participants get
an idea of current quality, a notification action is needed. Second, the de-
tection of an unacceptable translation triggers the repair suggestion action.
The repair suggestion is the key to interactivity. Last, translation actions are
needed to implement the different repair strategies.

For the actions of notification and repair suggestion, the demand is that
the agent and dialog participants talk. We use a simple meta-dialog for this
purpose. For the translation actions, the repair strategies in the observa-
tions of the last section require the dictionary service result, and the dic-
tionary translator composition service (see Figure 5.2). These services will
be provided through the Language Grid [Ishida, 2011]. Through Language
Grid, several categories of atomic language services are available, including
dictionary, parallel text, morphological analyzer, dependency parser, ma-
chine translators, etc. Meanwhile, several composite services are available,
including dictionary composite translation, multi-hop machine translation,
and back-translation. Language Grid also provides a client that supports the
invocation of both atomic and composite language services. People can de-
velop their own version of services based on this client using Java programs.
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Language Grid platform support allows translation actions to be realized and
invoked flexibly.

5.4.2 Autonomous Behavior and Decision Support

Sharing the status of translation quality between participants, and helping
participants adapt to machine translation, are two goals of interactivity.
Each communication dialog consists of many rounds of message transferred
from one participant to the other. Through this transfer, the agent triggers in-
teractivity. There are two message transfer states: Acceptable accuracy, and
Unacceptable accuracy. If the former, after the message is translated into
the other language, and the accuracy is accepted, the translated message is
sent to the receiver. If the latter, the agent will notify the participants and
pass repair tips to the sender who then repairs the message. The message
will be sent to the agent again, and the message transfer process repeats.

Two interactivity goals should be met. Satisfying the first goal, shar-
ing the status of translation quality between participants, is obvious. In
the above Unacceptable accuracy situation, an informational meta-dialog
will be triggered and a notification meta-dialog message will be sent to the
sender. A decision on whether it is acceptable or unacceptable is needed.
For the second goal, helping participants adapt to machine translation,
achieving the goal is essential. Based on the previous case study of in-
teractivity, we learned three points. The first point is that there is more than
one repair strategies. This means that the agent has to decide which strat-
egy should be taken. The second point is that repair is a four-step process
{feature, suggest, wait, translate}. The third point is that the effect of any
repair action is uncertain. The decision, deciding which repair strategy is to
be selected under uncertainty, is especially important.

The agent has to decide whether to pass the message to the receiver,
and if not, which repair strategy is to be taken. When the message is re-
ceived, translated, and evaluated, the evaluation score is calculated via back-
translation. The evaluation score determines whether the message is passed
on or a repair strategy is needed. About the next decision, which repair strat-
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egy to adopt, the features of multiple repair strategies are checked and one is
selected. These decision requirements can be met through a utility decision
model [Bohnenberger and Jameson, 2001]. The agent’s autonomous behav-
ior and decision support allow it to issue the appropriate repair strategy even
under uncertainty.

5.4.3 Repair Strategy Example

An example of issuing the repair strategy “split”, is explained. Here,
we picked one rule from the AECMA Simplified English Stan-
dard [AECMA, 1995], which is for technical manual preparation, and
tried using it as the basis of a repair strategy, because simplified writing
is effective in enhancing machine translation quality according to Pym’s
study [Pym, 1990].
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Figure 5.7: The syntax-tree-width feature of the repair strategy split
( a width of non-leaf part of its constituency structure tree.)

Simplified Writing Rule: use short sentences. Restrict sentence length
to no more than 20 words (procedural sentences) or 25 words (descriptive
sentences). Inspired by this rule, we developed the repair strategy “split”.
Repair Strategy Split: when an unacceptable translation is detected, if the
message is a long and complex sentence, the repair tip is to split the source
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Figure 5.8: The tips for the repair strategy split
( the core of the message, which is the main elements of the sentence with

low depth (less than 4) in the dependency structure tree. )

sentence into two sentences. Feature of Split Strategy: the literal length
of the sentence is not directly used here. Instead, we choose the syntax-
tree-width of its non-leaf syntax tree (see Figure 5.7). For example, the
English message from the tangram arrange task, “Please place the blue tri-
angle upside down into the middle of two given triangles.”, is parsed into a
constituency structure tree. The non-leaf part nodes form a non-leaf syntax,
and its width is 5. Compared to the literal message length, this syntax-tree-
width better represents the complexity of sentence structure.

Repair Suggestion: the tips are provided to help the sender undertake
the repair. In this repair strategy, the core of the message, which is the
main elements of the sentence with low depth (less than 3) in the depen-
dency structure tree, is picked out for the sender (see Figure 5.8). This
meta-dialog shows that, if the repair strategy is “split”, then the sugges-
tion and repair tips are passed to the sender (see Figure 5.9). The prior-
ity value is 0.5. It means that this will be the first message shown to the
sender, if there is no higher priority meta-dialog defined for the IF premise.
Both the constituency parse tree and dependency parse tree are from Stan-
ford Parser [Klein and Manning, 2003], which is an open source Java im-
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Figure 5.9: Example of agent’s split strategy

plementation of natural language parsers. It provides a consistent interface
for dependent parsers for English, Chinese, Arab, and German.

Here we describe the process of preparing our split repair strategy. Ac-
cording to our observation of the English-Chinese tangram arrangement
sessions, we found instances in which this repair strategy was needed
(see Figure 5.9). Obviously, the translated message is initially evalu-
ated as unacceptable. We use the back-translation, the BLEU score,
and the threshold for a simple decision. The usage of back-translation
has been discussed a lot [Hu et al., 2011, Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009,
Miyabe et al., 2008, Morita and Ishida, 2009a]. The interaction process of
split strategy is given and its result is shown (see Figure 5.9). The agent
checks the feature of split strategy, prepares the suggestion tips, and feeds
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back the split suggestion. After the sender splits the message following the
tips, the translation is evaluated again and it becomes accepted.

5.5 Evaluation

5.5.1 Evaluation Methods

In order to evaluate the impact of the agent on interactivity, we conducted
a controlled experiment, which compared the machine translator mediated
transparent channel approach to the proposed agent mediated interactivity
approach.

We considered how the elimination of translation errors raised the ef-
ficiency of communication. Higher efficiency means that the informa-
tion is transferred with fewer messages. According to conversation anal-
ysis [Goodwin and Heritage, 1990], the turn is the basic unit interaction in
the communication. Here, the tangram arrangement task can be divided into
seven subtasks; there are seven pieces to be arranged. For each arrangement,
the information transferred per turn unit, includes piece, rotation type, and
position. The number of human messages per turn unit is defined as the
number of messages sent by the human participants during one turn unit of
the multilingual communication. It reflects the participants’ effort to trans-
fer the task information. For better data collection, after one message is
sent, the participants were asked to wait for feedback before issuing the
next message.

Normally, a turn unit consists of 2 messages: 1 information message
from the sender and 1 feedback message from the receiver. Here, to transfer
the square’s position information, 4 messages are needed (the number of
human messages is 4) because the translation error misleads the message
receiver, and the receiver has a query. It should be noted that, in the agent
metaphor, the repaired message from the sender is counted, for example,
the number of human messages in the turn unit is 2 (two messages from the
English sender) in the split strategy example (see Figure 5.9).
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An English-Chinese tangram arrangement communication task was con-
ducted: an English user instructs a Chinese user how to arrange a tangram
(see Figure 5.10). When the tangram is complex, this task is generally dif-
ficult to finish through text based messages, even for two native speakers.
We set two limitations to make this task easier to finish. Only use convex
figures2: there are only 13 convex figures. It is much easier to construct
a convex figure. Share initial state of tangram pieces: both participants
start with the same piece arrangement. With these two limitations, tangram
arrangement focuses on communication.

For each tangram, we conducted the task using a single machine trans-
lator, a translation agent prototype, and bilingual translators. We randomly
selected 5 tangram figures from the 13 convex figures. Two English and 2
Chinese, and 1 English-Chinese bilingual joined this experiment.

Repair Strategies for Agent Prototype

In this experiment the agent prototype knew three repair strategies; the split
strategy of the last section, and the two repair strategies of Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3: phrase and rewrite.

5.5.2 Result and Analysis

Each group was asked to finish 5 figures. The number of human messages
and the average number of human messages in each turn were collected
(see Table 5.2). The average number of human messages in each turn in
human-mediated communication is 2.2. This shows that human-mediated
communication is pretty efficient. The average number of human messages
in each turn in machine translator mediated communication was 3.7. This
shows that using machine translation needs much more the participants’
effort. Our prototype agent held the average number of human messages in
each turn to 2.9, a 21.6% improvement in communication efficiency.

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tangram
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Figure 5.10: Experiment of English-Chinese tangram arrangement
( through machine translator (MT), agent prototype using the wizard of OZ
(Agent), and human bilingual (Human). There are two groups participants,

E1-and-C1 and E2-and-C2 for this tangram arrangement experiment. )

Next, the total number of repair strategies in the English-Chinese dialogs
was determined (see Table 5.3). First, the two different message senders
had different repair strategies. Sender E2’s messages triggered more repair
suggestions. The phrase and split strategies were used to almost the same
extent. Second, different repair strategies took different amounts of time to
complete. Here, the phrase strategy and split strategy were not activated as
frequently as rewrite. This might be because there were few polysemous
words, and the sentence structures were not too complex. We note that the
senders tend to user many imperative messages.

5.6 Conclusion

Implementing the agent metaphor proposed herein represents a paradigm
shift to using interactivity to eliminate translation errors in machine-
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Table 5.2: Average number of human messages

( the average number of human messages in each turn unit for the 5
English-Chinese communication tasks)

Medium
Average Number of Average Number
Human Messages of Human

E1-and-C1 E2-and-C2 Messages / Turn
MT 26.0 25.2 3.7

Agent 20.2 19.8 2.9
Human 15.6 14.8 2.2

Table 5.3: Total times of the repair strategies

Sender
Total Times of the Repair Strategies
Phrase Rewrite Split

E1 6 21 9
E2 5 17 10

translation-mediated communication. We examined the translation errors
found in the dialogs of multilingual communication, and showed that in-
teractivity could support the dialog participants in eliminating translation
errors efficiently. Thus, our goals were to create a consensus as to the cur-
rent translation state and provide repair suggestions to the sender. Both are
realized by our agent metaphor. Evaluation of translation accuracy is criti-
cal for the agent to determine the current translation state. Back-translation
and automatic evaluation methods, such as BLEU, are used to evaluate ac-
curacy. To realize the autonomous agent mechanism, the process of repair
suggestion was analyzed, the situations of message transfer were described,
and decision dependency was analyzed for autonomous behavior and de-
cision support. Our agent uses decision-theoretic planning to make online
decisions under uncertainty. Finally, we described our experiments on a
tangram arrangement task with English-Chinese task-oriented communica-
tion. The results showed that our agent prototype improved communication
efficiency in the face of translation errors. The agent does help dialog par-
ticipants raise the accuracy of translated messages.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Original Contributions

The thesis presents three contributions toward user-centered design of trans-
lation systems for supporting multilingual communication. The first is the
technique to automatic evaluate translation quality, two-phase evaluation
architecture. The second is a machine translation customization interface,
scenario description of service composition to integrate language services.
The last is an agent metaphor, which motivates interactions to repair transla-
tion errors. Moreover, we have demonstrated that two-phase evaluation has
application in a Japanese-Vietnamese communication for agriculture coop-
eration. We will review these contributions. After that, we will describe
several areas for future research.
1) We design an adaptive architecture, two-phase evaluation, to help the

user to pick out the best translation and calculate its accuracy for each
translation message. It accesses to multiple machine translation services
and multiple evaluation methods, such ad BLEU, NIST, and WER. Our
strategy is to select a proper evaluation method in the first place, then to
select the best machine translation using the evaluation results of the se-
lected evaluation method in the next. Firstly, it raises service availability
through the service-oriented language service platform, Language Grid,
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making it easy to access both machine translation systems and evalua-
tion methods as services. Secondly, it selects a proper evaluation method
for each translation request. A data-driven way, decision tree is taken for
this purpose, and its features include the translation languages, domains,
and the length of translation request. Thus it gains improved selection as
the proper evaluation method selects better machine translation. Thirdly,
it offers a selection assessment to the user, informing the contribution of
machine translation selection.

2) We propose a scenario as overall information for the communication de-
signer to integrate in-domain resources for higher accuracy, which en-
able communication designer to prepare proper machine translation for
multilingual communication. On the one hand, traditional way of in-
tegrating domain resources is too costly for communication designer
to handle. We suggest to wrap in-domain resources as language ser-
vices, and take advantage of language service composition technique for
integration. On the other hand, we propose the scenario for designer
to realize task-oriented machine translation, including the description
language, and implementation architecture. Firstly, the task-oriented
communication context is analyzed through scenario examination. Sec-
ondly, we introduce the interaction language allowing the task-designer
to supervise the task-oriented translation in a convenient way. We de-
sign a light-weight architecture for task-oriented machine translation,
based on the service composition mechanism. Finally, we do case study
of Japanese-English school orientation communication task, the results
show that our proposal makes good use of domain-resources in multilin-
gual communication task, and the translation accuracy is improved from
those in-domain resources.

3) We present agent metaphor as a novel interactivity solution to promote
the efficiency in machine translation mediated communication. Machine
translation is increasingly used to support multilingual communication.
In the traditional, transparent-channel way of using machine translation
for the multilingual communication, translation errors are not ignorable,
due to the quality limitations of current machine translators. Those trans-
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lation errors will break the communication and lead to miscommunica-
tion. We propose to shift from the transparent-channel metaphor to the
human-interpreter metaphor, which motives the interactions between the
users and the machine translator. Following this paradigm shifting from
the transparent-channel metaphor to the human-interpreter metaphor, the
interpreter (agent) encourages the dialog participants to collaborate, as
their interactivity will be helpful in reducing the number of translation
errors. We examine the translation issues raised by multilingual com-
munication, and analyze the impact of interactivity on the elimination of
translation errors. We propose an implementation of the agent metaphor,
which promotes interactivity between dialog participants and the ma-
chine translator. We design the architecture of our agent, analyze the
interaction process, describe decision support and autonomous behavior,
and provide an example of repair strategy preparation.
Above all, we contribute in two aspects of machine translation medi-

ated communication. In the first aspect, to gain better machine translation,
we help users to deal with two types of changes of language services. On
the one handle, we proposed two-phase evaluation to help user face the in-
creasing number of machine translation services. On the other handle, we
proposed scenario description to help users face the needs of different com-
position of language services. In the second aspect, to gain better commu-
nication in facing of low quality translation, we proposed the interactivity
solution, agent metaphor, to help users to adapt to machine translators.

6.2 Future Direction

This work naturally leads to a number of future directions that may lead to
further advances:
1) User modeling for agent metaphor

Users of multilingual communication supporting tool varies in lan-
guages, foreign language skills, and experience in repairing translation
errors. Translation agent interacts exactly same to all the users with-
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out user modeling. However, different users will react to the translation
agent very differently. For instance, certain users can repair the trans-
lation errors very well, based on his experience. Very simple quality
notification from the agent will be helpful enough that the user will pro-
vide a fast repair. We need to build up user modeling for agent metaphor
that are effective and scalable.

2) Speech-act based negotiation protocol.
Protocol design ranges from negotiation schemes to simple requests for a
task [Mazouzi et al., 2002]. The negotiation between users and agent en-
courages each to be cooperative in solving translation errors. The speech
act theory treats the uttering as actions, which change the state of the
world. The protocol design is, therefore, not to simulate human nego-
tiation, but to enhance agent’s ability to participant in negotiation. The
protocol for agent metaphor can be either facilitator or adapter (see Fig-
ure 6.1). The design and implementation of the negotiation protocol will
be another challenge.

$
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Figure 6.1: Two types of protocols: facilitator and adapter

3) Mixed initiative planner for agent metaphor.
Mixed Initiative interaction allows effective human-computer interac-
tion [Allen et al., 1999]. In Section 5.4, the architecture of agent
metaphor has been presented without a detailed planner description. The
design of mixed initiative planner will ultimately promote flexibility in
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the integration of repair strategies. In most case, agent’s interactivity
level is not determined in advance, but negotiated between the user and
agent as the translation error is being repaired. The agent is reactive at
one time, only feeding back the translation quality. At other time, the
agent is mutual, motivating both users to repair translation errors.

4) Automatic domain adaptation of translation agent.
Domain adaptation aims for an integration of in-domain resources, such
as dictionary [Wu et al., 2008]. In Section 4.1, scenario based language
service composition has been proposed, which enables online integration
of in-domain resource. It is still not automatic adaptation. Although this
is an limitations of our work, we believe that it is an appropriate way to
break down the problem. To further optimize our approach, automatic
domain adaption improves the usability.
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